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8Abstract
This doctoral thesis describes the development of a miniaturized capillary electrochromatography
(CEC) technique suitable for the study of interactions between various nanodomains of biological
importance.
The particular focus of the study was low-density lipoprotein (LDL) particles and their interaction
with components of the extracellular matrix (ECM). LDL transports cholesterol to the tissues
through the blood circulation, but when the LDL level becomes too high the particles begin to
permeate and accumulate in the arteries. Through binding sites on apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB-100),
LDL interacts with components of the ECM, such as proteoglycans (PGs) and collagen, in what is
considered the key mechanism in the retention of lipoproteins and onset of atherosclerosis.
Hydrolytic enzymes and oxidizing agents in the ECM may later successively degrade the LDL
surface. Metabolic diseases such as diabetes may provoke damage of the ECM structure through the
non-enzymatic reaction of glucose with collagen.
In this work, fused silica capillaries of 50 mm i.d. were successfully coated with LDL and collagen,
and steroids and apoB-100 peptide fragments were introduced as model compounds for interaction
studies. The LDL coating was modified with copper sulphate or hydrolytic enzymes, and the
interactions of steroids with the native and oxidized lipoproteins were studied. Lipids were also
removed from the LDL particle coating leaving behind an apoB-100 surface for further studies. The
development of collagen and collagen–decorin coatings was helpful in the elucidation of the
interactions of apoB-100 peptide fragments with the primary ECM component, collagen.
Furthermore, the collagen I coating provided a good platform for glycation studies and for
clarification of LDL interactions with native and modified collagen.
All methods developed are inexpensive, requiring just small amounts of biomaterial. Moreover, the
experimental conditions in CEC are easily modified, and the analyses can be carried out in a
reasonable time frame.
Other techniques were employed to support and complement the CEC studies. Scanning electron
microscopy and atomic force microscopy provided crucial visual information about the native and
modified coatings. Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation enabled size measurements of the
modified lipoproteins. Finally, the CEC results were exploited to develop new sensor chips for a
9continuous flow quartz crystal microbalance technique, which provided complementary information
about LDL–ECM interactions.
This thesis demonstrates the potential of CEC as a valuable and flexible technique for surface
interaction studies. Further, CEC can serve as a novel microreactor for the in situ modification of
LDL and collagen coatings. The coatings developed in this study provide useful platforms for a
diversity of future investigations on biological nanodomains.
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1 Introduction
The emerging field of nanoscience and nanotechnologies is ushering in a new era of nanodevices
and nanodomain research. With the pressing need for miniaturized devices capable of carrying out
analyses in shorter time and with lower consumption of compounds, nanoscience is assuming an
important place alongside the conventional analytical techniques. In bioanalysis, in particular, where
only small amounts of analytes are available, miniaturized systems that minimize sample
consumption are essential. Miniaturized instruments are also finding important applications in
clinical analysis, vastly speeding up routine tests of physiological samples.
With atherosclerosis one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality in industrialized countries,
research on the disease has been increasing at a rapid pace. Close attention is being paid to
lipoproteins and, in particular, to low-density lipoproteins (LDL), which are imputed as the main
cause of atherosclerosis. Innumerable studies have been carried out with the aim of comprehending
their modality of accumulation and modification in the arteries.
Several procedures are available for lipoprotein isolation and characterization. Understanding of
lipoprotein structure is crucial for clarifying the modality of interaction of lipoproteins with the
arterial extracellular matrix (ECM) and with the enzymes located there. Slab gel electrophoresis was
one of the first techniques employed for the separation and characterization of LDL and other
plasma lipoproteins (1,2). Techniques such as liquid chromatography (LC) and asymmetrical flow
field-flow fractionation (AsFlFFF) have also made a great contribution to the separation of
lipoproteins. In addition, column microtiters have been helpful in the clarification of interactions
between LDL and ECM components such as proteoglycans. Fluorescence and UV spectrometers
have been employed for the determination of kinetics and the degree of LDL oxidation (3,4), while
AsFlFFF has proven useful for measuring the sizes of lipoproteins after their oxidation and
enzymatic modification (5) Although all these techniques have played an important role in LDL
isolation, and in providing reliable information about the modality of LDL interactions and
modifications, there are also a number of drawbacks. LDLs are huge molecules, and samples are
highly complex, which means that experienced staff is required for the task of isolation. In addition,
earlier studies have mostly been carried out in vials or with use of techniques that, although valuable,
require high consumption of material. For these reasons, there is a great need for faster and
miniaturized techniques that save time and sample material without sacrificing reliability. The size
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of LDLs and their complex interactions with the ECM pose a challenging task for the developer of
new tools. The advent of capillary electrophoresis (CE) and microchip electrophoresis has opened up
new possibilities for miniaturization and for novel studies. (6,7)
In CE, analytes are separated in an electric field according to their charge, size and shape of their
molecules. In comparison with other separation techniques, such as high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC), CE has the advantage that runs are performed in shorter time and
resolution is better. CE is actually one of a family of techniques, of which micellar electrokinetic
chromatography (MEKC), microemulsion electrokinetic chromatography (MEEKC) and capillary
electrochromatography (CEC) also allow the separation of uncharged analytes. (8-14)  CEC  can
further be considered a special case of capillary liquid chromatography, where the movement of the
mobile phase through a capillary that is filled, packed or coated with a stationary phase is achieved
by electroosmotic flow. (15-18) Because the retention of the analyte on a stationary phase depends
upon both electrophoretic migration and chromatography, CEC offers great flexibility and potential
for elucidation of the interactions of nanodomains of biological importance.
The aim of this doctoral work was to develop microsystems that enable interaction studies between
biomaterials and biomarkers involved in the development of pathologies in human beings. Special
emphasis was put on the possibility of carrying out in situ studies with these miniaturized tools, with
the attached benefits of time saving, decreased sample consumption and enhanced reliability. CEC
was selected as the technique of choice because the presence of a stationary phase enhances its
versatility. CEC also allows easy and rapid changes in experimental parameters, such as pH,
temperature and background electrolyte composition.
LDL particles were used as stationary phase in CEC to understand how they are modified when
exposed to copper sulphate (I) or enzymes in the capillary (II). In addition, flushing of LDL coating
with non-ionic surfactant almost totally removed the lipids, leaving a fresh apolipoprotein apoB-100
surface suitable for further investigations (III). In studies I, II and III, neutral steroids that can
promote the development of atherosclerosis, were employed as model compounds. The interactions
between LDL and uncharged steroids are mainly based on hydrophobicity, and changes in the
coating charge density affect the affinity of the coating for the model compounds. Because LDL–
ECM interactions play an important role in the onset and progression of atherosclerosis, a method of
preparing collagen and collagen–decorin coatings was developed as well (IV). Selected apoB-100
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peptide fragments were used as marker compounds for the evaluation of apoB-100 interactions with
collagens I and III. Calculated retention factors (k) employed to describe the strength of affinity
indicated the importance of decorin for the interactions and for the entrapment of LDL by the ECM.
Since atherosclerosis has frequently been linked to diabetes, capillaries coated with collagen I were
glycated in situ to provide a platform for interaction studies between native and oxidized LDL and
glycated collagen I (V). The results obtained by CEC were exploited in studies on a continuous flow
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), which gave both supportive and complementary information on
LDL–ECM interactions (VI).
All methods employed required only small amounts of compounds and provided results in a
reasonable time period. The flexibility and versatility of CEC as a tool suitable for interaction studies
were clearly demonstrated.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and AsFlFFF were
employed as supportive and complementary techniques. The specific targets of my study were the
following:
· To develop a low-density lipoprotein (LDL) coating in a capillary for clarification, by CEC,
of modifications to LDL upon in situ oxidation with copper sulphate (I)
· To study the suitability of the LDL-coated capillary as a microreactor in in situ treatment of
LDL with hydrolytic enzymes (II)
· To delipidate in situ LDL particles acting as stationary phase in the capillary and so isolate
the apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB-100) surface for use in interaction studies with biological
marker compounds (III)
· To coat the capillaries with collagen I, collagen III, collagen I-decorin and collagen III-
decorin, and to clarify the interactions with selected apoB-100 peptide fragments (IV)
· To develop a method for in situ glycation of collagen I enabling interaction studies with
native and oxidized LDL (V)
· To apply the results obtained with the LDL and collagen coatings in CEC to studies on QCM
chip surfaces, and so calculate numerical values for the interactions (VI)
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2 Low-density lipoprotein particles and cardiovascular diseases
Retention of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) particles in the arteries is considered the main cause of
atherosclerosis. In this chapter, the onset of atherosclerosis, the structure of LDLs and the modality
of LDL entrapment in the arteries are described.
2.1 Atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases
Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammation of the arteries and a disorder of the lipid methabolism.
(19-21) The capillary wall consists of three concentric layers: intima, media and adventitia. The
intima is the inner layer of the capillary wall and lies in direct contact with the blood circulation.
Atherosclerosis, which is associated with high levels of cholesterol in the blood, originates from the
accumulation of LDL in the arteries. (22-24) LDL can then interact with the components of the
extracellular matrix (ECM) and become entrapped in the intima. (25-29) Later, it may be modified
by enzymes and/or oxidizing agents, with resultant aggregation and fusion. (30,31) These events
activate macrophages and may arouse a chronic inflammatory response. (32-34) After undergoing
modification, and possibly aggregation and fusion as well, LDLs have strengthened affinity for
arterial proteoglycans (PGs), and the retention of LDLs in the intima is enhanced. (35,36) Once
formed, the atherosclerotic plaque (atheroma) can continue to grow, with consequent thickening of
the arteries and narrowing of the lumen. The circulation becomes obstructed and blood pressure rises
as a compensatory response. The probability of tissue ischemia, ictus and infarct increases in pace.
Together with cancer, atherosclerosis is a primary cause of premature death in Western countries. A
sedentary life-style, reduced bodily activity and a fat-rich diet are considered to be the main triggers
of this disease. Genetic defects, such as mutation of the apoB-100 site, may contribute by impairing
the removal of LDL from the blood circulation, with consequent accumulation in the artery. (37-39)
For these reasons, clarification of the mechanisms leading to the formation of atherosclerotic plaques
has become a key concern of medical research.
2.2 Low-density lipoprotein (LDL)
Plasma LDLs are spherical particles with an estimated diameter of about 22 nm (40) and, like other
lipoproteins, they are involved in the transport of cholesterol in the blood circulation. LDLs originate
from the metabolism of chylomicrons and very-low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) particles, which are
synthesised by the intestine and the liver, respectively, and transport the lipids to the tissues. (41) As
lipids are released, the density of the lipoproteins increases; VLDLs are converted to intermediate-
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density lipoproteins (IDL) and eventually to LDL. The conversion of IDLs to LDLs proceeds
particularly through the removal of triglycerides, performed by hepatic lipase. (22)
LDLs consist of a hydrophobic core of triglycerides and free and esterified cholesterol, which is
surrounded by a monolayer of phospholipids, mostly made up of phosphatidylcholine (PC) and
sphingomyelin (SM) (40,30).  Unlike  VLDLs,  LDLs  contain  only  one  protein,  namely,
apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB-100), which wraps the particle like a ribbon, while also taking contact
with the hydrophobic core. (42-44) The huge molecular mass (about 512 kDa) and the
hydrophobicity make the isolation and characterization of apoB-100 extremely challenging. (45-47)
ApoB-100, which contains the LDL receptor-binding domain, plays a crucial role in the reuptake of
the lipoproteins from the blood circulation, and defective apoB sequences are the cause of inherited
hypercholesterolemia. (39,48)
A high plasmatic level of LDL is considered a risk factor for the development of atherosclerosis and
cardiovascular diseases. In view of this, several methods have been developed to separate
lipoproteins and estimate their precise amount in the plasma. Slab gel electrophoresis (1,2) was one
of the first techniques for the separation and quantification of lipoproteins. Ultracentrifugation (49)
and, although low in accuracy, the Friedewald method (50) have routinely been used to separate and
to determine the cholesterol content of lipoproteins, respectively. Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy has been proposed for the characterization and precise quantification of plasma
lipoproteins. (51) However, the drawbacks of relatively high cost, lengthy procedures and the large
amount of samples required, have pushed the quest for reasonably priced miniaturized techniques.
Flow field-flow fractionation (flow FFF) has been helpful in the separation and size determination of
lipoproteins in human plasma. (52) Moreover, important studies have been carried out by anion-
exchange HPLC, where lipoproteins are separated and the amounts of cholesterol determined by
enzymatic essay. (53) The advent of CE has opened doors for the development of miniaturized
techniques. Capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) was used as long ago as 1986 for the separation of
serum lipoproteins, (54), and since then CE has been successfully coupled with mass spectrometry
for quantification of serum levels of apolipoproteins (3). In addition, capillary isotachophoresis
(CITP) has been beneficial for the identification of atherogenic LDL in the whole plasma. (55-60)
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2.3 Extracellular matrix
The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a highly complex environment built up of several different
components, which, by forming a tight net, support the tissues and deliver nutrients to the cells. Of
the many ECM components, there are two main ones involved in the development of atherosclerosis:
PGs and collagen.
Proteoglycan monomer (PGm), consisting of a core protein with one or more glycosaminoglycan
(GAG) chains, comprises the basic unit of PGs. PGs can be distinguished into several families
according to the type of GAG that predominates in the monomer. (61,62) In our laboratory, we have
focused on decorin and chondroidin-6-sulphate (C6S) PGs, which, respectively, belong to the small
leucine-rich and chondroitin sulphate families.
Collagen is the most abundant protein in the human body. Although several types of collagen have
been classified, all of them share the common repetitive sequence Gly-X-Y, where X is usually
proline and Y hydroxyproline, and the triple helix structure where three polypeptide a-chains are
twisted around each other. (63-65) Collagen I and III are the most abundant types in the arteries, and
they are usually present in association with arterial PGs, in particular with decorin. (66,67) This
small leucine-rich PG seems to be involved in collagen fibril formation and organization, and its
absence appears to result in the formation of loose fibrils. (68-70)
2.4 Interactions of LDL particles with extracellular matrix components, their retention and
modifications
In the pathological condition of hypercholesterolemia, LDL particles diffuse through the endothelial
cell layer, interact with components of the ECM and become entrapped in the intima. A specific site
on apoB-100 (residues 3359-3377), particularly rich in lysine and arginine, probably mediates the
binding by interacting with the sulphate groups of PGs (71,72) and the negative charged residues of
collagen. Furthermore, it has been shown that decorin enhances the binding of LDLs to collagen, and
promotes their retention in the ECM. (73,25) The entrapped LDL particles may then be modified by
oxidizing agents,  such as  Cu2+ and Fe2+, or hydrolytic enzymes located in the intima. (74,75) The
major enzymes involved in LDL degradation are a-chymotrypsin, phospholipase A2 (PLA2) and
sphingomyelinase (SMase) (30,76,77). a-Chymotrypsin is a proteolytic enzyme that hydrolyses
apoB-100. (78) Since apoB-100 is important in maintaining LDL integrity, even partial loss of the
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apolipoprotein can provoke significant rearrangements in the phospholipid monolayer and in the
lipid core, with possible aggregation and fusion of the particles. PLA2 and SMase are lipolytic
enzymes, catalysing the hydrolysis of phosphatidylcholine and SM, respectively. The degradation of
phosphatidylcholine yields lysophosphatidylcholine and fatty acids, which, in the presence of bovine
serum albumin (BSA), are removed from lipoprotein surfaces. The hydrolysis of SM produces
ceramide and phosphocholine, the latter polar enough to easily leave the LDL surface. SMase
provokes aggregation and then fusion of the LDL particles, PLA2 only aggregation. (30,79,80)
Oxidizing agents, such as Cu2+, are able to react with both the lipid and protein parts of LDL,
provoking aggregation and fusion. (30)
Modified LDL particles have increased affinity for arterial PG. The stronger LDL–PG interactions
appear to be related to the rearrangement of apoB-100 that occurs during modification, exposing
new binding sites with active lysine residues. (81,82)
2.5 Modification of extracellular matrix components in diabetes
Diabetes is a complex multifunctional disease, characterized by a high level of glucose in the blood
circulation. Diabetes has severe consequences: not least, diabetes increases the risk of atherosclerosis
and cardiovascular diseases. (83) The complications of diabetes are mostly associated with the
reaction of glucose with the long-lived proteins of the human body and the modification and loss of
functionality of these proteins. Like other structural proteins, those forming the ECM may be
modified. Glycation of collagen I has attracted special attention (84). The glycation reaction involves
an aldehydic group of the sugar and an amino group, usually of a lysine residue, of the protein. The
so-formed Schiff base may successively rearrange into an Amadori product, which further attacks
other amino groups and finally yields advanced glycation end-products (AGEs). AGEs, as reactive
molecules, can react further with proteins and have been imputed as the main cause of diabetes
complications. (85,86) AGEs can react with collagen I, with such severe consequences as decrease
in solubility, resistance to collagenase, and cross-link formation. (87,88) These structural changes
cause severe alterations of collagen functionality, which may affect the retention of LDLs in the
ECM. (89,90)
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3 Techniques used in the studies
Although CEC was selected as the method of choice in this study, other techniques were employed
as well, to provide supporting or complementary information. A description of the techniques that
were used is given in the following sections.
3.1 Capillary electromigration techniques
Separations in capillary electromigration techniques are achieved in narrow capillaries under high
electric field strength. Capillary electromigration techniques can be divided into two groups:
capillary electrophoretic techniques and electrically driven capillary chromatographic techniques.
The division is base on different separation principles, in some cases overlapping. A schematic
representation of capillary electromigration techniques is shown in the scheme below:
In electrophoresis, analytes migrate under the influence of an electric field and separation is based on
their different charges, sizes and molecular shape. The electrophoretic velocity of the analyte can be
expressed as:
tot
epepep L
VEv mm =×= (1)
where E is the electric field strength, V the applied voltage, Ltot the total length of the capillary and
mep the electrophoretic mobility of the analyte, which is given by the following equation:
r
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m
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where z is the number of the elementary charges of the ion, e the elementary charge, ? the dynamic
viscosity of the solution and r the Stokes radius of the ion. Fused silica capillaries are characterized
by the presence of silanol groups, which start to be deprotonated above pH about 2. The positive
ions of the background electrolyte interact with the capillary wall, generating a double layer and a
potential difference between the wall and the bulk liquid. When voltage is applied, the ions in the
positively charged diffuse layer move towards the cathode and, because they are hydrated, they drag
along the molecules of the bulk liquid, generating electroosmotic flow (EOF). Because the thickness
of the diffuse layer is much less than the radius of the capillary, the electroosmotic flow adopts a flat
profile (so-called plug flow). Although the presence of electroosmotic flow may contribute to the
separation, it is not always needed (e.g., in isoelectric focusing), and sometimes may be completely
undesired. In the separation of small molecules, uncoated fused silica capillaries are usually
preferred and EOF is exploited. However, to prevent surface adsorption of the analytes or matrix
components, and to eliminate or control the electroosmotic flow, surface coating or chemical
modification of the silanol groups may be required. Neutral and charged coatings have been
successfully used in a variety of applications. In coated capillaries, the EOF can be used as a surface
charge indicator.
In CE, the total velocity (vtot) of a charged analyte can be given as:
eoeptot vvv += (3)
where vep and  veo are the electrophoretic and electroosmotic velocities, respectively. veo can be
expressed as:
tot
eoeoeo L
VEv mm =×= (4)
where meo represents the electroosmotic mobility that is given by the following equation:
h
ez
m -=eo (5)
where e is the permittivity of the solution and ? the zeta potential. Another expression affords the
experimental determination of the EOF mobility:
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tot
eo Vt
LL det=m (6)
where teo is  the  migration  time  for  the  EOF  marker,  and  Ltot and  Ldet are the total and detection
lengths of the capillary, respectively. (91) In the case of an uncharged compound, the term mep is
equal to zero, and the uncharged analyte migrates together with the EOF. As evident from equation
(3) uncharged compounds cannot be separated by CE. Fortunately, electrically driven techniques,
such as micellar electrokinetic chromatography, microemulsion electrokinetic chromatography and
capillary electrochromatograpy, can then be employed.
Principle of capillary electrochromatography
In capillary electrochromatography (CEC), the technique of interest in this work, the capillary is
either filled or coated with a stationary phase, and the retention time of the analytes depends on both
electrophoretic migration and chromatographic retention. The retention factor (k) of an uncharged
analyte can be evaluated with the same formula as used in LC:
eo
eom
t
ttk -= (7)
where tm and teo are the migration times of the analyte and EOF marker, respectively. (92) When the
amount of immobilized stationary phase is known, the distribution coefficient (KD) can be calculated
according to the following equation:
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where CM,  mM and VM are the concentration, mass and volume of the mobile phase, while CS,  mS
and VS are the concentration, mass and volume of the stationary phase. The phase ratio b can be
expressed as
f
c
d
r
2
=b (9)
where rc is the column radius and df the thickness of the stationary phase.
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Because equation (7) is not valid in the case of charged analytes running in a coated capillary, the
following equation (93,94) must be applied:
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Instrumentation for capillary electromigration techniques
The CE apparatus (Fig. 1) consists of the capillary, inlet and outlet reservoirs, and typically of an on-
capillary UV detector, located before the outlet. Two electrodes are dipped into each reservoir and a
power supply provides the electricity needed for the separation. Both the capillary cassette and the
vial carousel can be thermostatted. Although other capillary materials such as teflon and pyrex are
available, fused silica is by far the most common material. Capillary dimensions are typically an
inner diameter (i.d.) from 15 to 100 mm and total length (Ltot) from 20 to 80 cm. The field strength
can range from 200 to 1000 V/cm.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of CE apparatus.
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Capillary electromigration instruments are versatile and can be coupled with any of several
detectors: UV/VIS, diode array, MS, laser induced fluorescence (LIF), NMR, dynamic light
scattering (DLS) and conductivity detector, to mention the most common ones. Several studies have
shown the applicability of capillary electromigration techniques to the analysis of biological
samples. Analyses of cell coatings, blood and urine are just a few examples of tasks that can be
performed with capillary electromigration techniques. (95-98)
3.2 Scanning electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be employed to examine the external structure of almost
anything that can be viewed in a dissecting light microscope. Scanning electron microscopy
examines structures by bombarding the specimen with a scanning beam of electrons. The slow-
moving secondary electrons that the specimen generates are successively collected, amplified, and
displayed on a cathode ray tube. The electron beam and the cathode ray tube scan synchronously to
produce an image of the surface of the specimen. (99) Before the measurement, the sample must be
dried and made conductive to electricity, if it is not already.
3.3 Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measures forces between a probe and the surface of interest
through changes in the deflection of a flexible cantilever attached to the probe. Changes in sample
topography affect the probe–sample interaction profile and thereby the response of the cantilever.
(100-104)
The contact and tapping modes are the most widely applied of the several modes of operation. In the
contact mode the probe tip is in continuous contact with the surface, while in the tapping mode it
oscillates up and down as it scans over the surface. (104) The tapping mode is gentler than the
contact mode and is more suitable for the investigation of soft matter, such as polymers and
biological material. AFM offers the possibility to visualize the surface in 2D or 3D, and it can give
both qualitative and quantitative information on many physical properties including size,
morphology, surface texture and roughness. Information on size, surface area and volume
distributions can be obtained as well. A wide range of particle sizes can be characterized in the same
scan, from about 1 nanometer (nm) to about 8 micrometers (mm). AFM can also be employed under
different conditions (air, liquid, pH).
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3.4 Quartz crystal microbalance technique
The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technique belongs to the family of acoustic biosensors that
are based on quartz crystal resonators. The QCM is a mass-sensing device whose signal transduction
mechanism depends on the piezoelectric effect of the quartz crystal. The crystals are typically a few
tenths  of  a  millimetre  thick  and  cut  AT form (35o 10’ angle from the Z-axis). Gold electrodes are
coated on upper and lower sides of the crystal (Fig. 2), which is then integrated into a cuvette or flow
cell. (105-107)
Figure 2. Fabrication of an AT-cut quartz crystal for QCM. The final crystal, coated on either side
with gold electrodes, is shown on the right.
Because quartz is a piezoelectric material, the application of an alternating electric field through two
metal electrodes generates a mechanical oscillation of a certain frequency. When a mass is bound to
the crystal, the frequency decreases and the shift can be recorded with an oscillometer. There is a
linear relationship between the frequency shift and the mass adsorbed on the surface. (108)
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The QCM has been widely applied to the study of biochemical processes and the development of
biomimetic systems and biosensors. (109-111) Molecules of interest (ligands) are directly
immobilized on the gold surface for study of the interactions with specific analytes. The gold surface
can also be modified with polystyrene, biotin, silicon dioxide or carboxyl group to promote the
immobilization of specific molecules.
Relative to optical biosensors, such as surface plasma resonance (SPR) sensors, QCM provides some
clear advantages. Since the acoustic sensor response is sensitive to the charge of receptor–ligand
complexes and the changes in visco-elastic properties, more detailed information is obtained about
interactions. (112,113) The QCM technique allows the direct injection of crude samples, which
usually provoke significant non-specific binding response in SPR devices. QCM also has higher
mass sensitivity (on the order of fg/mm2) than SPR (pg/mm2).
3.5 Field-flow fractionation
Field-flow fractionation (FFF) is a major analytical technique for the separation and characterization
of  macromolecules  and  particles.  Giddings  (114) introduced field-flow fractionation (FFF) for the
separation of macromolecules and colloids. DNA, viruses and other macromolecules and complexes,
including lipoproteins, ribosomes and liposomes, have all been separated by FFF (5, 115).
In contrast to flow FFF (FlFFF), where two walls are permeable to the flow, in asymmetrical flow
FFF (AsFlFFF) only one wall is permeable. AsFlFFF has recently also been realized in miniaturized
scale. (5) Whereas in FlFFF the main and the cross flow enter the channel from two separate inlets,
in AsFlFFF the incoming flow from a single channel inlet is split into an axial component (the main
flow) and a perpendicular component (cross flow). Normal, steric and hyperlayer modes can be
applied in AsFlFFF.
In AsFlFFF, particles or macromolecules are separated on the basis of differences in diffusion
coefficients. The movement of the cross flow across the separation channel propels larger particles
with lower diffusion coefficients closer to the channel wall. In normal mode, the larger molecules
will therefore be eluted more slowly than the smaller ones.
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4 Experimental
The chemicals, equipment and methods employed are briefly described in this chapter. The details
can be found in papers I-VI.
4.1 Chemicals
The chemicals and reagents used in the studies are reported in Table 1. Because of the huge
molecular size of apoB-100, selected peptide fragments carrying a site of interaction for PGs were
selected for the studies. The negative and the neutral peptide fragments were used as negative
controls. More information about the peptide fragments is given in Table 2.
4.2 Instruments and equipment
The instruments and other equipment employed in the work are reported in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively.
4.3 Methods
The methods employed in the studies are reported in the following sections.
4.3.1 Isolation of human LDL
Human LDL (d=1.019–1.050 g/mL) was isolated from the plasma of healthy volunteers by
sequential ultracentrifugation in the presence of 3 mM EDTA (116-118).  Briefly,  solid  KBr  was
added to plasma to adjust the density to 1.019 g/mL. The floated VLDL and IDL fractions were
removed, and the density of the infranatant solution was adjusted to 1.050 g/mL with solid KBr.
After ultracentrifugation for 72 h at 35 000 rpm in a Beckman Coulter Type 50.2 Ti rotor (148 000
gmax), LDL was recovered from the top of the centrifuge tubes, recentrifuged (d=1.060 g/mL) for
24 h at 35 000 rpm in a Beckman Coulter Type 80 Ti rotor (115 000 gmax), and dialysed extensively
against LDL buffer (1 mM EDTA and 150 mM sodium chloride in water, pH 7.4, adjusted with
sodium hydroxide).  The  amount  of  LDL is  expressed  in  terms  of  its  protein  concentration,  which
was determined by the method of Lowry et al., with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as standard. (119)
When  needed,  EDTA  was  removed  from  LDL  in  a  PD-10  desalting  column  equilibrated  with
Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline.
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Table 1. List of chemicals used in the experiments.
Compound Supplier Notes Paper
Acetic acid Sigma Chemical Co. Solvent 99.7% I
Apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB-100) peptide fragments Mehilahti Protein Chemistry Facility IV, VI
17-a-Progesterone Sigma-Aldrich Marker compound I
a-Chymotrypsin Sigma-Aldrich Hydrolytic enzyme II
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Sigma-Aldrich Serum protein II
b-Estradiol Sigma-Aldrich Marker compound I-III
Cholesterol Avanti Polar Lipids II
Cholesteryl linoleate Sigma-Aldrich II
Chondroitin 6-sulphate (C6S) Sigma-Aldrich VI
Collagen I Sigma-Aldrich IV-VI
Collagen III Sigma-Aldrich IV
Copper Sulphate Merck Oxidizing agent I
d-Aldosterone Sigma Chemical Co. Marker compound I, II
Decorin Sigma-Aldrich IV
1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC)
Sigma-Aldrich Carboxyl activating agent VI
D-Glucose 6-phosphate sodium salt Fluka
Dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) Oy FF-Chemicals Ab Marker compound I
Dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) LabScan Ltd Co. Marker compound II-V
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline Bio Whittaker Physiological buffer I, II
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) sodium salt Sigma Chemical Co. Chelant agent I, II, V
N-Hydroxysulphosuccinimide sodium salt (sulpho-
NHS)
Sigma-Aldrich VI
Membrane for dialysis Spectrapor IV, V
N-Lauroyl-D-erythro-sphinganylphosphorylcholine
(dihydro-SM)
Avanti Polar Lipids II
N-Lauroyl-D-erythro-sphingosylphosphorylcholine
(SM)
Avanti Polar Lipids II
Nonidet P-40 Roche Diagnostic Nonionic surfactant III
OptiPhase HiSafe Wallac Oy Liquid scintillation cocktail I
1-Palmitoyl-2-oleyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine
(POPC)
Avanti Polar Lipids II
Phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF) Sigma-Aldrich II
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Sigma-Aldrich Tablets VI
Phospholipase A2 (PLA2) Sigma-Aldrich Hydrolytic enzyme II
Progesterone Merck Marker compound I-III
Sodium cyanoborohydride Sigma-Aldrich Reducing agent VI
Sodium meta-periodate Thermo Scientific Oxidizing agent VI
Sphingomyelinase (SMase) Sigma-Aldrich Hydrolytic enzyme II
Testosterone Merck Marker compound I-III
tert-Butoxycarbonyl-L-[S]-methionine N-
hydroxysuccinimidyl ester
Amersham Biosciences 3H labeling reagent I
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Table 2. Information about apoB-100 peptide fragments.
Peptide  with  19
amino acids
Peptide with 42 amino
acids
Peptide with
17 amino
acids
Peptide
with 12
amino
acids
Peptide
with 11
amino
acids
Abbreviation PP PP2 NP NeuP1 NeuP2
Primary
sequence
RLTRKRGLKLATALS
LSNK
LSLSLNADLRLKNGNLSLSL
NADLRLKNGNLSLSLNADL
RLK
DEDDDFSKWN
FYYSPQS
RQIDDID
VRFQK
SLTSASG
LALA
Residues in
apoB-100
3359-3377 Contains part of the residues of
PP
3987-4003 4094-4105 3359-3369
Net chargea +6 +3 -4 0 0
a value at pH 7.4
Table 3. Instruments used for the experiments.
Equipment Model and
Manufacturer
Notes Paper
Atomic force microscope
(AFM)
Autoprobe CP Research,
ThermoMicroscopes
MikroMasch NSC21
triangular Si cantilevers,
tapping mode
III
Atomic force microscope
(AFM)
Veeco Instruments
Multimode V
Veeco RFESP rectangular
phosphorus-doped Si
cantilevers
IV, V
AsFlFFF Constructed in-house UV/visible detector I, II
CE 3DCE system, Agilent diode array detector I-V
QCM Attana A100®, Attana AB VI
Scanning electron
microscope (SEM)
Hitachi S4800 1.0 kV acceleration voltage I
Zetasizer 3000 HAS, Malvern
Instruments
I
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Table 4. Other equipment used in the studies.
Equipment Model and Manufacturer Notes Paper
Commercial kit for
cholesterol determination
Roche Diagnostics II
Gold-plated quartz crystals Attana AB 10 MHz VI
Liquid scintillation counter 1219 Rackbeta, LKB, Wallac
Oy
I
Millipore filters Bedford 0.2-0.46 mm pore size I-VI
Millipore water purification
system
Millipore S.A. I-V
PD-10 desalting columns Amersham Biosciences I
pH meter Jenway 3030 II-V
pH meter Radiometer PHM 220 Lab I-V
Shaking bath 58-16 Serial no. 19999-6, Techne
Inc.
I, V
Uncoated fused silica
capillaries
Composite Metal Services
Ltd.
50 mm i.d., 375 mm
o.d.
I
Uncoated fused silica
capillaries
Optronis GmbH 50 mm i.d., 375 mm
o.d.
II-V
Water bath HETO II
Water bath Lauda Ercoline I
4.3.2 Preparation of LDL-derived microemulsions (microemulsions) and microemulsions from
commercial lipids (SM mimics)
Lipids for microemulsions were extracted from 1 mL of LDL (4.3–5.0 mg/mL) by the method of
Bligh and Dyer. (120) SM mimics were prepared by mixing, in appropriate ratio, commercial lipids
that mimic the lipid composition of LDL (Table 5). The lipids were dissolved in methanol, stored at
-20 oC and mixed in the appropriate ratio immediately before use.
The microemulsions and the SM mimic solutions were evaporated under a stream of nitrogen. PBS
and phosphate buffer were added to microemulsions and SM mimics, respectively. The solutions
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were sonicated six times under nitrogen at 40–45 oC, for 5 min, and then centrifuged to eliminate the
residues of titanium. Particle sizes measured by AsFlFFF at pH 7.4 and 25 oC were 113 nm for
microemulsions and 99 nm for SM mimics. The amounts of microemulsions and SM mimics were
expressed as cholesterol concentration, determined with a commercial kit.
Table 5. Commercial lipids and percentages used for the preparation of SM mimics.
Lipids Percent of total (w/w)
POPC 20%
SMa 9%
Cholesterol 14%
Cholesteryl linoleate 57%
a For the preparation of SM mimics without 4,5-trans double bonds dihydro SM was employed.
4.3.3 Buffer preparation
The buffers are listed in Table 6. The pH was adjusted with 1 M HCl or NaOH. Before use, the
buffers were filtered through 0.2–0.45 mm Millipore filters by means of a Millipore vacuum system.
The details of the buffer preparation can be found in the relevant papers.
Table 6. Buffers used in the studies.
Buffer pH Ionic strength Paper
Acetate 4.0-5.0 20 mM I, III
Borate 8.5 100 mM I
HEPES 7.4 20 mM IV
Phosphate 3.2, 6.0-7.4 20 mM I-VI
PBS 7.4 10 mM VI
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4.3.4 Synthesis of apoB-100 peptide fragments
PP (RLTRKRGLKLATALSLSNK), PP2
(LSLSLNADLRLKNGNLSLSLNADLRLKNGNLSLSLNADLRLK), NP
(DEDDDFSKWNFYYSPQS), NeuP1 (RQIDDIDVRFQK) and NeuP2 (SLTSASGLALA) were
synthesised by standard solid-phase synthesis via Fmoc (9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl) chemistry on
Wang resin preloaded with C-terminal amino acid (Applied Biosystems). Synthesis was done in 25
mmol scale on a MultiPep synthesiser (Intavis Ag) using double coupling and activation with 1:1:2
amino acid / O-(6-chlorobenzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N´,N´-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate
(HCTU) / 4-methylmorpholine (NMM). Amino acids with standard side chain protecting groups
(Novabiochem) were used in 4-fold excess to resin to ensure maximal coupling under the pre-
activation with 0.5 M HCTU / 4 M NMM (Fluka) in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Rathburn
Chemicals). Peptide chains that were unreacted after the coupling and subsequent DMF wash cycles
were capped by acetylation in 50 mM acetic anhydride / 130 mM N,N-diisopropylethylamine
(DIEA)  in  DMF.  Fmoc  deprotection  after  each  amino  acid  cycle  was  done  twice  with  25%
piperidine in DMF. The synthesis product was dried on resin and cleaved in 5 ml of cleavage mix:
95% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) / 2.5% triisoprolylsilane (TIS) / 2.5% H2O to remove the side-chain
protecting groups and detach the peptide. After 2 h incubation at room temperature, the resin eluate
was filtered, and the solution containing the newly synthesised peptide was evaporated under
nitrogen flow (99.99%) to approximately 20% of the volume. Peptide was precipitated with 10-fold
volume of tert-butyl methyl ether, centrifuged in an explosion-proof centrifuge, washed once with
ether, solubilized in water, and lyophilized. Peptide powder was resolubilized in dimethylsulphoxide
(DMSO, Riedel-de Haën) and purified in a C18 reversed-phase column (Supelco Discovery wide-
pore) with 10 column volumes of 0–70% acetonitrile / H2O gradient. The purified peptide of interest
was quality controlled by MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometry (AutoFlex III, Bruker). About 5
pmol of the solubilized peptide was mixed with saturated a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix
solution (1 part of 0.1% trifluoro acetic acid in water to 2 parts of MS grade acetonitrile). If
necessary, each peptide was further de-novo sequenced by TOF/TOF.
4.3.5 Preparation and modification of coatings
Before each coating, the capillary was preconditioned by flushing 20 min with 1 M HCl, 10 min
with 0.1 M HCl, 25 min with MilliQ water and 5 min with background electrolyte (BGE). The
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coating methods are summarized in Table 7. LDL and collagen I coatings were modified in situ.
Table 8 presents a list of the developed treatments and the optimized conditions.
Table 7. Coating methods developed in the studies.
Coating Biomaterial  Concentration
(mg/mL)
Conditions Buffer Paper
LDL LDL 0.1 Pressure 50 mbar, 40
min; wait 15 min; flush
15 min buffer; 25/37 oC
20 mM
phosphate pH
7.4
I-III
Collagen I Collagen I 0.5 Pressure 50 mbar, 40
min; wait 2 h; flush 30
min buffer; 25/37 oC
20 mM
phosphate pH
7.4
IV, V
Collagen III Collagen III 0.3 Pressure 50 mbar, 40
min; wait 2 h; flush 30
min buffer; 25/37 oC
20 mM HEPES
pH 7.4, 135
mM NaCl
IV
Collagen I–
decorin
Collagen I,
decorin
0.5, 0.025 Pressure 50 mbar, 40
min; wait 2 h; flush 30
min buffer; 37 oC
20 mM
phosphate pH
7.4, 135 mM
NaCl
IV
Collagen III–
decorin
Collagen III,
decorin
0.3, 0.015 Pressure 50 mbar, 40
min; wait 2 h; flush 30
min buffer; 37 oC
20 mM HEPES
pH 7.4, 135
mM NaCl
IV
Micro-
emulsions
Lipid micro-
emulsions
derived from
LDL lipids
1 Pressure 50 mbar, 40
min; wait 15 min; flush
15 min buffer; 37 oC
20 mM
phosphate pH
7.4
II
SM mimics Pseudo lipid
micro-
emulsions
1 Pressure 50 mbar, 40
min; wait 15 min; flush
15 min buffer; 37 oC
20 mM
phosphate pH
7.4
II
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Table 8. Procedures for in situ modification of coatings.
Modified
coating
Original
coating
Reagent/Treatment
agents
Treatment conditions Paper
Oxidized LDL LDL CuSO4 (5 mM in phosphate
buffer)
Pressure 50 mbar, 5
min; wait 0.5-12 h;
rinsing  with  1  mM
EDTA
I
ApoB-100-
hydrolysed LDL
LDL a-Chymotrypsin (0.187
mg/mL in PBS)
Pressure 50 mbar, 10
min; wait 55 min;
flushing 25 min BGE
II
SM-hydrolysed
LDL
LDL Sphingomyelinase (0.185
U/mL in PBS)
Pressure 50 mbar, 5
min; wait 55 min;
flushing 25 min 10 mM
EDTA
II
DAG-hydrolysed
LDL
LDL Phospholipase A2 (0.00187
mg/mL, BSA 2% v/v)
Pressure 50 mbar, 5
min; wait 55 min;
flushing 40 min 10 mM
EDTA
II
ApoB-100 LDL Nonidet P-40 (0.1 mM in
water)
Flushing 25 min;
flushing 25 min water;
flushing 40 min BGE
III
Glycated
Collagen I
Collagen I D-Glucose 6-phosphate Pressure 50 mbar 40
min; wait 8-24 h;
pressure 50 mbar 10
min BGE
V
4.3.6 Study of coatings and coating interactions
DMSO was employed as EOF marker to obtain information about the charge of the coatings. The
retention factors (k) and distribution coefficients (KD) were calculated for steroids, apoB-100 peptide
fragments and LDL, which served as important biomarkers. Successive runs (n=3-6) were carried
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out, and EOF mobilities and k and KD values were evaluated with equations (6), (7) and (8),
respectively. Instead of equation (7), equation (10) was used to calculate the retention factors of
charged analytes. Before each run, the capillary was flushed for 2 min with the BGE. Most runs were
carried out under the following conditions: voltage +20 kV, injection 2-5 s by 50 mbar pressure,
temperature 25–37 oC. For the evaluation of k of apoB-100 peptide fragments, runs were carried out
at 50 mbar pressure with no voltage (paper IV). Details about the samples are reported in Table 9.
Table 9. Description of samples.
Sample Stock solution
concentration
(mg/mL)
Storage
temperature
(oC)
Final
concentration
injected (mg/mL)
Paper
ApoB-100 peptide
fragments
2.0 (in water) -20 0.005–0.5 IV, VI
b-Estradiol 0.5 (in methanol) +4 0.05–0.071 I–III
C6S 10.0 (in water) +4 0.0001–0.03 VI
d-Aldosterone 0.5 (in methanol) +4 0.02–0.071 I–III
DMSO 11.1 (in water) +4 1.6–1.9 I–V
LDL 1.0-11.4 (in
Dulbecco’s
phosphate buffered
saline)
+4 0.5 V
Progesterone/17-
a-progesterone
0.5 (in methanol) +4 0.05–0.071 I–III
Testosterone 0.5 (in methanol) +4 0.02–0.071 I–III
Study of coating lifetime
Studies on coating lifetime were carried out for apoB-100 (paper III), collagen I, collagen III,
collagen I–decorin and collagen III–decorin coatings (paper IV). The coatings were obtained, as
described in section 4.3.5. The stability of the coatings was evaluated by following the EOF
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repeatability daily and the EOF reproducibility during 7–8 days. For the repeatability and
reproducibility studies, six and three successive runs, respectively, were carried out by injecting
DMSO as EOF marker. For apoB-100 coatings, the repeatability and reproducibility of k values of
steroids were evaluated as well. The running conditions were the following: +20 kV, injection 2 s at
50 mbar pressure, temperature 25 or 37 oC, BGE 20 mM phosphate or HEPES pH 7.4.
Measurement of isoelectric point of the coating
Isoelectric points were determined only for apoB-100 coatings (paper III). Coating of the capillary
with apoB-100 was carried out as explained in section 4.3.5. The capillary was then flushed for 10
min with the BGE at different pH values. The buffers were 20 mM phosphate (pH 6.0, 6.5, 7.4) and
acetate (pH 4.0, 4.5, 5.0). DMSO was used as EOF marker. Running conditions were the following:
±20 kV, injection 2 s at 50 mbar pressure, temperature 25 oC.
Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation studies
AsFlFFF was used to determine the size of LDL after oxidative or enzymatic modifications. The
carrier liquid used in AsFlFFF was 20 mM phosphate (pH 3.2, 6.5, 7.4) and acetate (pH 4.0, 5.0)
buffer. The actual channel thickness was calculated at 20 oC, from BSA solution in 8.5 mM
phosphate buffer with 150 mM NaCl solution. The BSA solution had a diffusion coefficient of
6.21x10-7 cm2/s. (121) The main and cross-flow rates were 1.8 and 1.4 mL/min, respectively.
In-vial oxidation (paper I) and enzymatic treatment (paper II) of LDL for AsFlFFF experiments were
performed in an Eppendorf plastic container and EDTA-free PBS, and incubation was done in a
horizontal shaking bath operating at 25 cycles/min. Details of the conditions employed are reported
in Table 10.
Radioactivity measurements
Radioactivity measurements were carried out to obtain information on the distribution of the LDL
particles on the capillary wall. LDL particles were labelled with 3H according to Bolton and Hunter’s
procedure (122), except that N-hydroxysuccinimmide (NHS) was substituted for the Bolton and
Hunter reagent.
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Table 10. Experimental conditions for in-vial oxidation and enzymatic treatment of LDL.
LDL oxidation SMase-modified
LDL
PLA2-modified
LDL
a-
Chymotrypsin-
modified LDL
Incubation
temperature
37 oC 25/37 oC 25/37 oC 25/37 oC
Incubation time 16-24 h Overnight
(~16 h)
Overnight
(~16 h)
Overnight
(~16 h)
LDL amount 2 mL (stock
solution 4.6
mg/mLa)
16 mL (stock
solution 6.2
mg/mLa)
16 mL (stock
solution 6.2
mg/mLa)
16 mL (stock
solution 6.2
mg/mLa)
Modifying agent CuSO4·5H2O (23
mL  of  5 mmol/L
stock solution)
SMase (2.7 mL of
3.68 U/mL stock
solution)
PLA2 (1 mL of
0.01 mg/mL
stock solution)
a-chymotrypsyn
(10 mL  of  1
mg/mL stock
solution)
Terminating
agent
EDTA (2 mL of 1
mM stock
solution)
EDTA (2.5 mL of
0.4 M stock
solution)
EDTA (2.5 mL of
0.4 M stock
solution)
PMSF (0.5 mL of
0.2 M stock
solution)
a Expressed as protein concentration.
LDLs (5–10 mg/mL in 0.1 M borate buffer pH 8.5) were added to the labelling reagent, which had
been precooled in a vessel on ice. The reaction was stopped after 30 min by adding 100 mL of
glycine (0.2 M in 0.1 M borate buffer pH 8.5). The tagged LDL sample was purified on a PD-10
desalting column and dialysed against LDL buffer. Three different lengths (38.5, 77 and 192.5 cm)
of capillaries were coated with the 3H LDL, according to the procedure described in section 4.3.5.
The preconditioning, the rinsing with 3H  LDL  and  the  final  BGE  flushing  were  increased
proportionally to the capillary length. The capillaries of longer size were then cut into pieces of 38.5
cm length, and all coated capillaries were flushed with freshly made piranha acid (3:1 (v/v) sulphuric
acid and hydrogen peroxide) for 60 min. The 3H LDL coating was then collected and dissolved in 2
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mL of MilliQ and 3 mL of OptiPhase HiSafe 3 scintillation cocktail and left for at least 1 h.
Radioactivity was measured with a liquid scintillation counter (3H window: channels 5–364) over a
period of 10 min. The counting efficiency of the 3H standard was estimated at 22.6 %.
Scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy studies
For the SEM and AFM studies of coatings, the polyimide layer of the outside of the fused silica
capillary was burned off and the underlying surface was cleaned with methanol and treated with
acid. After that, the surface was coated with the material of interest as described in section 4.3.4.
Modification of the surface was carried out according to the procedure described in the relative
paper (see also section 4.3.5). Capillaries were stored in either 20 phosphate or HEPES buffer pH 7.4
until the AFM measurements. Details of the types of coating submitted to SEM and AFM studies are
given in the sketch below.
4.3.7 Quartz crystal microbalance studies
QCM experiments were carried out only in study VI. Gold-plated QCM polystyrene (PS) crystals
were coated with positive apoB-100 peptide fragments (PP and PP2) of 19 and 42 amino acids and
carboxyl-derivatized collagen I and C6S.
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For the experiments with polystyrene sensor chip, solutions of PP, BSA and NeuP2 were prepared in
10 mM PBS, pH 7.4, at concentrations of 0.8 mg/ml, 1 mg/ml and 0.8 mg/ml, respectively. A volume
of 20 µl of PP, BSA or NeuP2 solution was deposited on the polystyrene surface and left to incubate
for 16 hours at + 4 oC to permit maximum adsorption of the ligands. A different adsorption protocol
was  used  for  PP2. The peptide solution was prepared in DMSO to a concentration of 1 mg/ml,
deposited on the polystyrene surface and left to incubate for 1 h at room temperature. Before
measurement, the chips were rinsed with running buffer. For the experiments with carboxyl sensor
chips (Attana AB, Stockholm, Sweden), collagen I or C6S were immobilized by amine or aldehyde
coupling according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Briefly, before the immobilization of collagen I, the sensor was pre-wetted ex situ with 20 µl of MilliQ
water, inserted into an Attana A100® QCM biosensor (Attana AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and left to
stabilize. The immobilization was performed at a flow rate of 25 µl/min in running buffer (10 mM
HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% Tween™). The surface was activated by making three
consecutive injections of a freshly-prepared mixture of 0.2 M 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and 0.05 M sulpho-NHS (1:1), each for 400 s. The amine coupling
was then carried out by performing two or three injections of collagen I solution (0.050 mg/mL in 10
mM acetate buffer pH 4) for 200 sec. Finally, the remaining activated carboxyl groups on the surface
were deactivated with two injections of 1 M ethylene diamine pH 8.5 (400 s/ each).
C6S was immobilized on carboxyl sensor chips (Attana AB) by aldehyde coupling. cis-Diols of C6S
were first oxidized into aldehyde groups using sodium meta-periodate according to the supplier’s
recommendations (Thermo Scientific) in order to enable efficient coupling. Oxidized C6S was then
immobilized on carboxyl sensor chip via aldehyde coupling according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations (Attana AB). Briefly, the immobilization was carried out at a flow rate of 10
µL/min in HEPES buffer. Activation of the surface was performed by injecting a freshly made
mixture of 0.2 M EDC and 0.05 M sulpho-NHS (1:1) for 300 s. Carbohydrazide (5 mM) was
coupled to the activated surface prior to injection of the aldehyde-containing C6S. C6S (0.5 mg/mL)
was covalently bound to carbohydrazide; this was further stabilized by injection of
cyanoborohydride (0.1 M in acetate buffer pH 4.0).
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Binding of the analyte to the sensor was monitored by frequency logging, and the frequency shifts
(Df) were recorded with the Attester™ software (Attana AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The experiments
were carried out at room temperature.
Before the measurements, the derivatized PS and carboxyl crystals were equilibrated with the
running buffer (PBS, HEPES or phosphate buffer pH 7.4) in the flow-through QCM system. With
the exception of the BSA control and collagen I–derivatized chips, the surfaces were blocked with
BSA (2 mg/mL in PBS). A continuous flow of running buffer (PBS or phosphate pH 7.4) was
employed in all experiments (flow rate 25 mL/min). The selected analytes were C6S (max
concentration 30 mg/mL) for the PS-derivatized chips, and PP and NeuP2 (max concentration 250
mg/mL) for the carboxyl–derivatized chips.
For the evaluation of the dissociation constant (Kd), increasing concentrations of PP and C6S were
injected over the surfaces and Df values recorded with the Attester™ software. The kinetic data were
then analysed with the software ClampXP (123).
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5 Results and discussion
The starting point for all research described in this thesis was the discovery, made in the Laboratory
of Analytical Chemistry, that capillaries for electrochromatography can be coated with lipoproteins.
(124) In addition to lipoproteins, coating methods were developed and optimized for
microemulsions, collagen and collagen–decorin. The suitability of these biomaterial-based stationary
phases for in situ oxidation, delipidation, glycation and interaction studies was then explored. The
results and discussion presented below summarize the results of the work. Capillary
electrochromatographic results were supported and complemented with scanning electron
microscopy, asymmetrical flow field flow fractionation and atomic force microscopy studies. The
results obtained by CEC were exploited in continuous flow quartz crystal microbalance studies to
obtain further information on the interactions between selected extracellular components and low-
density lipoproteins.
5.1 Coating of capillaries with biomaterials
The development of stable biomaterial coatings was the first step in the studies. The good and
repeatable results laid the basis for in situ studies. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the
immobilization of biomaterials on the inner surface of a fused silica capillary. As already mentioned,
the inner surface of a fused silica capillary is covered with silanol groups that start to be dissociated
at above pH about 2 and make the capillary wall negatively charged. Negative charges attract basic
proteins and other positively charged analytes causing them to adsorb on the capillary wall. Since the
fused silica surface is hydrophobic in nature, it also favours the adsorption of hydrophobic parts of
proteins and other biological materials. These features were exploited for the immobilization of
biological materials, namely, LDL, microemulsions, collagen I, collagen III, collagen I–decorin and
collagen III–decorin, on the inner surface of the silica capillary. The variety of biomaterials studied,
differing in chemical nature and properties, presented a challenge for the development of suitable
coating procedures.
5.1.1 Development of LDL and microemulsion coatings
As shown in Table 7, LDL and microemulsions required a shorter coating time than did collagen and
collagen–decorin. LDL and microemulsions are spherical particles that have electrostatic and
hydrophobic interactions with the capillary wall.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the immobilization of biomaterials onto the inner wall of a
fused silica capillary.
Owing to their shape, the particles arrange themselves as a monolayer on the silica surface.
Optimization of the conditions for LDL coatings is reported in paper I. Even though a wide range of
LDL concentrations (124) could be used, 0.1 mg/mL was considered as the optimal concentration,
ensuring good LDL coverage of the capillary. At lower concentrations degradation was possible,
while at higher concentrations a larger sample was required with no improvement in the coating. In
previous studies carried out in our laboratory, LDL coating was shown to be stable in a pH range of
4.5–7.4. (124)
5.1.2 Development of collagen and collagen–decorin coatings
The great complexity of collagen molecules and their capacity for self-assembly under certain
conditions made the development of collagen I and collagen III coatings particularly challenging.
Even though collagen I and III adsorb on several surfaces, (125-127) it was a highly demanding task
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to develop a stable and repeatable coatings on the fused silica wall of a capillary. First, dialysis was
crucial for obtaining a homogeneous collagen solution. The buffer had to be carefully selected and
the time required for coating preparation optimized. As a rule, the buffer used for the dialysis had to
be the same as that in the coating solution. Phosphate buffer pH 7.4 was selected for collagen I,
while HEPES with 135 mM NaCl was more suitable for collagen III. For both buffers, the pH was
7.4 and the ionic strength 20 mM. The addition of NaCl was essential for the stabilization of the
collagen III coating, but NaCl completely destabilized the collagen I coating. A possible explanation
is the difference in the structure of collagen I and III. Type I is less hydrophilic than type III and
easily interacts with the hydrophobic fused silica capillary. Collagen I also interacts through
electrostatic interactions, which may be suppressed by the presence of salt. Collagen III contains a
higher degree of hydroxyproline and, being more hydrophilic than type I, adsorbs less readily on
hydrophobic surfaces. We assume, therefore, that collagen III can form salt bridges with the
negatively charged silica wall when NaCl is present in the medium. (128,129). In addition, just as in
the phospholipid coatings, protonation of the amines of HEPES probably enhances the formation and
stability of collagen III coatings. (130) A final important detail was the choice of the membrane
molecular  weight  cut-off  (MWCO) used in  the dialysis.  A MWCO of 12–24 kDa was selected to
ensure that the dialysis would be completed in a reasonable time frame. A lower MWCO was tested,
but the dialysis process was less repeatable and much more time consuming. The time required for
dialysis depended on the type of collagen (3 h for collagen I and overnight for collagen III) and
could be related to structural differences. Furthermore, since collagen self-assembly commences at
about 25 oC, (131) the dialysis was carried out at 4 oC to avoid any monomer aggregation. On the
other hand, the temperature selected for the coating was 25 or 37 oC, in order to ensure monomer
assembly and fibril formation. During the coating process, the capillary was not simply rinsed with
the collagen solution but left filled for a certain time. Thus, the waiting interval was optimized to 2
h, during which the collagen monomers had sufficient time to adsorb on the capillary wall and self-
assemble into fibrils.
The development of collagen–decorin coatings was less challenging, once the collagen coatings had
been optimized. First, the capillary coated with collagen was simply rinsed with decorin, and the
capillary was left filled for several hours (e.g., overnight). Although a stable coating was achieved,
note was taken of the observation of Bierbaum and coworkers that premixing of collagen with
decorin results in tight and ordered fibrils. (69) Further requirements for stable collagen–decorin
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coatings were physiological temperature (37 oC)  and  the  presence  of  NaCl.  Unlike  LDL  and
microemulsion coatings, collagen and collagen–decorin coatings were highly sensitive to changes in
pH, and their stability could not be ensured at pH above 7.4.
5.1.3 Stability and coating-to-coating reproducibility
The stability of the coating was tested by checking the EOF mobility after six successive runs. The
coating-to-coating reproducibility was evaluated by coating three different capillaries with LDL,
microemulsions, collagen I, collagen III, collagen I–decorin or collagen III–decorin and checking the
EOF mobilities (Table 11). DMSO was selected as EOF marker because it did not interact with any
of the biomaterials used in the coatings.
Table 11. Coating-to-coating reproducibility (n=3) and EOF mobilities [10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1] for three
different capillaries coated with LDL, microemulsions, collagen I, collagen III, collagen I-decorin or
collagen III-decorin. Experiments were performed at 37 oC.a
LDL Microemulsions Collagen I Collagen III Collagen I-
decorin
Collagen III-
decorin
Capillary 1 2.53
(2.3%)
4.30
(0.7%)
1.68
(0.9%)
2.53
(1.4%)
3.09
(0.4%)
3.29
(0.6%)
Capillary 2 2.44
(2.0%)
4.14
(1.2%)
1.44
(5.6%)
2.23
(0.6%)
2.70
(0.7%)
4.35
(0.3%)
Capillary 3 2.49
(1.4%)
4.29
(0.7%)
1.77
(2.8%)
5.81
(1.4%)
2.62
(1.4%)
2.20
(0.6%)
Paper I, II, III II IV, V IV IV IV
a RSD values are given in parenthesis
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The RSD values reported in Table 11 confirm the good stability of all the coatings. The use of
freshly coated capillaries is recommended, nevertheless, to ensure reliable results. In capillaries
coated with collagen, physiological temperature and the presence of decorin were advantageous in
stabilizing the coating, probably because fibril formation and organization are then favoured. The
LDL coatings showed the best coating-to-coating reproducibility, followed by the other biomaterials
in the order LDL>microemulsions>collagen I-decorin>collagen I>collagen III-decorin>collagen III.
The hydrophobic nature and spherical shape of LDL and microemulsion particles are important for
the coating reproducibility. On the other hand, the capacity for self-assembly and the heterogeneity
of collagen fibrils make coating reproducibility harder to achieve. For this reason, addition of
decorin, which participates in the monomer assembly and collagen fibril formation, improved the
reproducibility of the coatings. The lower stability of collagen III than of collagen I coatings on the
hydrophobic fused silica surface is due to the greater hydrophilicity.
The successfully coated columns served as excellent chromatographic tools for the separation of
analytes and for interaction studies with model compounds of biological interest. Retention factors
(k) and, where possible, distribution coefficients (KD), were calculated to obtain information about
interactions and about the affinity of the selected analytes to the different biomaterials.
5.2 Development of methods for modification and in situ reactions of biomaterial coatings
The use of coated capillaries as miniaturized reactors was a key innovative feature of this research.
Details of the methods employed can be found in Table 8. The following sections discuss the
methods and the results achieved.
5.2.1 Oxidation of LDL coating
The in situ oxidation of the LDL in LDL-coated capillaries is reported in paper I. The oxidation was
speed up at the physiological temperature of 37 oC, and it achieved a plateau after 5 h; at 25 oC it
was still progressing at 5 h. Since the pH of the bodily environment is decreased during
inflammation, the influence of acidic pH on oxidation was studied. Oxidation was enhanced at
higher pH values, such as 6.5 and 7.4, and was slower at pH 4.0, 4.5 and 5.5. This same finding was
obtained in previous studies, where the capability of copper to bind the protein part of LDL was
mentioned as possible explanation. (132,133)
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5.2.2 Enzymatic modification of LDL coating
The feasibility to use CEC with LDL-coated capillaries as a microreactor to carry out enzymatic
modification of lipoproteins was investigated in study II. To clarify the role of lipids in the
enzymatic reactions, also microemulsion-coated capillaries were submitted to enzymatic treatment.
The influence of temperature was explored by carrying out all experiments at both 25 and 37 oC. It is
good to remember that the peak transition temperature of the core lipids of LDL ranges from 29 to
38 oC, (134) meaning that the temperature employed dramatically affects the results. Indeed, totally
different trends were sometimes observed when the experiments were carried out at 25 oC, where the
lipid core is relatively rigid, and at 37 oC.
Of  all  the  methods  with  different  enzymes,  the  reaction  with  PLA2 was the most difficult to
optimize. After several trials, it was realized that the presence of fatty-acid-free BSA in the reaction
buffer was critical for removing the produced fatty acids and, thus, speeding up the process. (135-
137) Several experiments with longer treatment times, and hour-by-hour observation of the kinetics,
revealed that the reaction is usually completed after just 1 h.
5.2.3 In situ delipidation of LDL
An important criterion in the selection of the delipidating agent was that the conformation of apoB-
100 should be preserved. Organic solvents and ionic surfactants are helpful in the removal of lipids
from LDL particles, (138,139) but they also provoke the denaturation of apoB-100. Thus, nonionic
surfactants, which delipidate LDL with much less damage to the protein structure, appeared more
suitable. According to computational studies carried out by Johs and co-workers, (140) Nonidet P-40
removes lipids without loss of the secondary structure of apoB-100. Their studies strongly support
our choice of Nonidet P-40 for the in situ delipidation of LDL particles (Fig. 4).
5.2.4 In situ glycation of collagen I
The feasibility of using CEC for in situ glycation of collagen I coated onto a capillary inner surface
was clarified. First, the sugar was selected from the available monosaccharides and polysaccharides.
Although glucose would be the better match physiologically, D-glucose-6-phosphate was selected
because of its higher reactivity with the amino groups. (89). Collagen was non-enzymatically
glycated in vial by incubating it with glucose and then coated onto the capillary. Unfortunately, the
poor coating repeatability forced this protocol to be abandoned.
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Figure 4. In situ delipidation of LDL particles, in which the apoB-100 is isolated and present in the
form of a coating. LDL coating A) before delipidation, B) with Nonidet P-40 and C) after
delipidation.
Subsequently, the glycation was carried out in situ by rinsing the collagen I-coated capillary with the
glucose solution. Because non-enzymatic protein glycation is a slow process, whose consequences
do not become manifest for many years, the sugar concentration (5.2 mg/mL) was much higher than
the physiological concentration to ensure that significant collagen modification would be obtained in
a reasonable time. The glycation reaction was followed during time periods of 8, 16, and 24 h, which
were long enough to provide modifications in collagen I surfaces (Fig. 5).
5.2.5 Preparation of sensor chips in QCM
Polystyrene-derivatized gold-plated QCM crystals, which are widely used for protein
immobilization, (107,141) were selected for PP and PP2 adsorption.
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Figure 5. Mechanism of glycation (A) and effect of glycation on the structure of collagen I (B).
A good and stable coverage of PP and PP2 was obtained on this surface. Although collagen I adsorbs
well on hydrophobic surfaces, (128,142,143), reliable immobilization of collagen I on the
polystyrene chip surface was not obtained. Thus, amino-coupling of collagen I on the carboxyl
crystal was selected as an alternative. In this procedure (paper VI), the carboxyl groups of the
derivatized surface were activated with a mixture of EDC and sulpho-NHS. Collagen I was then
coupled through its amino groups, while the carboxyl groups were left free for interaction with the
analyte (PP). The carboxyl chip was also used for the immobilization of C6S through aldehyde
coupling.
5.3 Measurements of EOF mobility
The EOF mobilities, which were determined in all studies with equation (6), gave information about
the coating charges and stability. In view of its negligible interactions with the coatings, DMSO was
selected as EOF marker and detected at 214 nm.
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5.3.1 Oxidized LDL coatings
LDL oxidation was carried out both in vial and in the capillary. In one experiment, LDLs were
oxidized by CuSO4 in vial and the capillary was coated with the oxidized LDL particles. In the
second, the oxidation was carried out in situ in the LDL-coated capillary. In both cases, the EOF
mobility of the coating increased proportionally to the oxidation of LDLs, and a plateau was reached
when the oxidation was completed. (Fig. 6, Fig. 5 paper I). This finding is in agreement with earlier
electrophoretic separation studies where the electrophoretic mobility of oxidized LDLs was higher
than that of native lipoproteins. (144-146) Although the results obtained for in-vial and in situ
oxidized LDL particles were closely similar, the in situ approach was preferred because of its
simplicity, the ease with which the experimental conditions could be changed and the shorter time
frame.
Figure  6. Comparison of average EOF mobilities after different oxidation times in vial and in
capillary. Oxidation was carried out with 5 mM CuSO4 solution, at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. Running
conditions: 38.5 cm Ltot, 30 cm Ldet, temperature 25 oC, inj. 5 s at 50 mbar, voltage 20 kV, BGE 20
mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4, detection at 214 nm.
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5.3.2 LDL coatings after enzymatic modification
As described in section 2.4, the three enzymes that were used—SMase, PLA2 and a-chymotrypsin—
modify the LDL surface in different ways (Fig. 7). The EOF mobilities for LDL coatings modified
with these enzymes and for microemulsion coatings modified with SMase are presented below.
Figure 7. Schematic representation of reactions involving SMase, PLA2 and a-chymotrypsin.
LDL modified with SMase
At both 25 and 37 oC, the EOF mobility increased after treatment of the LDL coating with SMase.
As expected, physiological temperature speeded up the reaction (Fig. 8, Fig. 1(a) paper II). A
possible reason for the increase in EOF is that the loss of phosphocholine provokes a rearrangement
of the lipids and apoB-100 on the LDL surface, with a consequent increase in negative charges and
EOF mobility.
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Figure 8. Comparison of EOF mobilities (n=6) at 25 oC and 37 oC in capillaries with immobilized
LDL particles treated in five steps with SMase. Comparison is presented as percentage change. In
each treatment step, SMase was injected at 50 mbar pressure for 5 min and the capillary was left
filled with the enzyme solution for 55 min, after which the treatment was stopped by flushing 25 min
with 10 mM EDTA. BGE 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4.
LDL modified with PLA2
Totally different trends were observed after the treatment with PLA2.  After  just  1  h,  the  EOF
mobility was increased significantly at 37 oC and decreased at 25 oC (Fig. 9, Fig. 3(a) paper II). LDL
incubation with PLA2 at 37 oC has been shown to cause the hydrolysis of nearly 50% of the
phospholipids. (82,147) The formation of smaller, denser particles with 25% lower surface area, and
consequent increase in the charge/surface ratio of LDL, might explain the increase in mobility at 37
oC. The greater rigidity of the lipid core at 25 oC would result in slower reorganization of the
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unesterified cholesterol and phospholipids on the LDL surface and so to the different trend at lower
temperature.
Figure 9. Comparison of EOF mobilities (n=6) at 25 oC and 37 oC in capillaries with immobilized
LDL particles treated in five steps with PLA2. Comparison is presented as percentage change. In
each treatment step, PLA2 was injected to the capillary at 50 mbar pressure for 5 min and the
capillary was left filled with the enzyme solution for 55 min, after which the treatment was stopped
by flushing with 10 mM EDTA for 40 min. BGE 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4.
LDL modified with a-chymotrypsin
After treatment with a-chymotrypsin, the negative charges of the LDL coating increased at both 25
and 37 oC (Fig. 10, Fig. 4(a) paper II). A similar result was obtained by Bernfeld et al. (148) for
proteolysed lipoproteins in paper electrophoresis.
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Figure 10. Comparison of electroosmotic flow mobilities (n=6) at 25 oC and 37 oC in capillaries
immobilized with LDL particles treated in five steps with a-chymotrypsin. Comparison is presented
as percent change. In each treatment step, a-chymotrypsin was injected by pressure at 50 mbar for
10 min and the capillary was left filled with the enzyme solution for 55 min, after which the enzyme
was removed by flushing 25 min with BGE at pH 7.4. BGE 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4.
Microemulsions modified with SMase
To better clarify the action of SMase on the lipid part of LDL, the capillary was coated with lipid
microemulsions derived from LDL (microemulsions) and from commercial lipids (SM mimics). In
the dihydro-SM mimics, SM was replaced by dihydro-SM. The coating procedure was identical with
that used for LDL, but for simplicity, the experiments were carried out only at the physiological
temperature of 37 oC. Parallel studies with PLA2 could not be carried out because the BSA needed to
remove the fatty acids adsorbs on the coating. The results were comparable with those obtained with
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LDL: the EOF mobility was increased for all modified coatings (Fig. 11, Fig. 6(a) paper II), and the
same conclusion can be drawn.
Figure 11.  Electroosmotic  flow  mobilities  (n=6)  in  capillaries  coated  with  LDL  (?), lipid
microemulsions derived from LDL lipids (microemulsions,<), lipid microemulsions mimicking the
lipid composition of LDL (SM mimics, r) and mimics in which sphingomyelin was replaced by
dihydrosphingomyelin (dihydro-SM mimics,q) measured at 37 oC as a function of SMase treatment
time. The SMase treatment conditions are as given in the caption of Fig. 8.
5.3.3 Delipidated LDL (apoB-100) coating
The EOF mobility was determined before and after delipidation of the LDL coating. After
delipidation, the EOF mobility was slightly increased, (Fig. 12, Fig. 1 paper III) reflecting the greater
amount of negative charges on the apoB-100-coated capillary than on the capillary coated with
native LDLs. Repeated DMSO runs were also carried out to evaluate the stability of the apoB-100
coating. According to the relative standard deviation (RSD) values, the apoB-100 coating showed
both good repeatability and good reproducibility. RSD values (n=6) indicated a coating lifetime of 5
days. However, the intraday EOF mobilities indicated the reliable lifetime of the coated capillary to
be a maximum of three days. When the coating-to-coating reproducibility was evaluated on four
different capillaries, the average RSD of the EOF mobilities was 6.3 %.
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Figure 12. Electropherograms for b-estradiol before and after delipidation of the LDL coating with
Nonidet P-40. DMSO was used as EOF marker. Running conditions: Ltot 38.5 cm, Ldet 30 cm,
voltage +20 kV, sample injection 2 s at 50 mbar, capillary temperature 25 °C, detection wavelength
214 nm, running buffer phosphate at pH 7.4 (I=20 mM).
5.3.4 Collagen and collagen–decorin coatings
The EOF mobilities were compared at 37 oC for four different capillaries coated with collagen I,
collagen III, collagen I–decorin and collagen III–decorin. The mobility increased in the order
collagen I < collagen I–decorin < collagen III < collagen III–decorin (Fig. 13, Fig. 1 paper IV). The
substantially higher mobility for the collagen III than the collagen I coating may be due to the larger
percentage of hydroxyproline, which is a characteristic for type III. The EOF mobilities were usually
higher when decorin was included in the coating, indicating enhanced negative charges.
5.3.5 Glycated collagen I coating
Substantial increase in the EOF mobility was observed after the glycation of collagen I (Fig. 14).
The increase was proportional to the time of glycation, in the following order: 8 h < 16 h < 24 h.
This result is attributable to the reaction of D-glucose-6-phosphate with the amino groups of the
lysine residues on collagen I, and the resulting neutralization of the positive charges and increase of
the negative net charge of the coating.
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Figure 13. Electropherograms of electroosmotic marker DMSO in an (a) uncoated capillary, (b)
collagen III–decorin-coated capillary, (c) collagen III-coated capillary, (d) collagen I–decorin-
coated capillary, and (e) collagen I-coated capillary. Running conditions: +20 kV, injection for 2 s
at 50 mbar, 37 oC, 20 mM phosphate buffer or HEPES pH 7.4, Ltot 38.5 cm, Ldet 30 cm, detection
wavelength 214 nm.
Furthermore, the RSD values for the glycated collagen I coatings (n=3, range 0.1–1.2%)
demonstrated that that surface was more stable than the surface of the native collagen I (n=3, range
0.8–7.4%).
5.4 Measurements of retention factors (k) and distribution coefficients (KD)
Retention  factors  (k) and distribution coefficients (KD) were calculated according to equations (7)
and (8), respectively. Both values describe the affinity of the analytes for the coating. In the case of
charged analytes, equation (10) was used instead of equation (7). KD offers more information than k
because it takes into account the thickness of the stationary phase. Unfortunately, KD could not
always be evaluated; this was especially true for collagen and collagen–decorin where, owing to the
unevenness of the coatings, the average thickness could not be estimated.
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Figure 14. Increase of the EOF mobility (as percentage change) in a capillary with collagen I
coating after glycation with D-glucose-6-phosphate for different periods of time. BGE 20 mM
phosphate buffer pH 7.4. More information about the glycation procedure is given in the
Experimental section.
5.4.1 Unmodified and oxidized LDL coatings
The retention factors of four different steroids (d-aldosterone, testosterone, b-estradiol and
progesterone) were helpful in understanding the modifications of LDL that took place during the
oxidation. Since steroids are neutral compounds, separation is based solely on their hydrophobic
interaction with the stationary phase. Of the four steroids tested, d-aldosterone was the least
hydrophobic. Its interaction with the LDL particle coating was very weak, and it migrated together
with the EOF marker. Accordingly, retention factors were calculated only for testosterone, b-
estradiol and progesterone. The k values of all these steroids increased with the degree of oxidation
(Table 12, Table 1 paper I). Copper can react with both the lipid and protein parts of LDL. It has
been proposed that the degradation and release of apoB-100 fragments might assist the hydrophobic
core to penetrate the particle surface. (30)  If  true,  this  could  explain  the  increase  of  the
hydrophobicity of the coating and the k values of the steroids as a function of the oxidation time.
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Table 12. Effect of LDL oxidation time on the retention factors (k) of steroids. Oxidation of LDL
coating, pH 7.4, 37 oC.a
Retention factor (k)Oxidation time
(h)
EOF mobility
104 (cm2/sV) Testosterone b-Estradiol Progesterone
0 3.11 (1.7) 0.09 (0.8) 0.22 (0.9) 0.67 (1.3)
1 3.41 (0.6) 0.09 (0.6) 0.22 (0.3) 0.72 (0.9)
2 3.67 (1.6) 0.11 (1.1) 0.27 (1.3) 0.89 (1.6)
3 3.89 (0.2) 0.13 (0.3) 0.29 (7.3) 0.98 (1.3)
4 4.00 (1.5) 0.14 (2.2) 0.34 (2.6) 1.04 (3.9)
5 4.07 (0.5) 0.14 (1.5) 0.36 (1.7) 1.05 (3.6)
Change  of  EOF
mobility/k value
(%)
26 34 50 42
a The RSD values of six parallel experiments are given in parenthesis
5.4.2 LDL coatings after enzymatic modification
Because all the steroids exhibited similar behaviour in the interaction studies with biomaterial
coatings, progesterone, the most hydrophobic steroid, was selected as model compound in the further
studies. Hence, only the retention factor of progesterone was employed as indicator of the
interactions.
LDL modified with SMase
After SMase treatment of 2 h, the retention factor of progesterone was significantly increased at 37
oC, but it was slightly decreased at 25 oC (Fig. 15, Fig. 1(b) paper II). As explained above in section
2.4, SMase hydrolyses SM, yielding phosphocholine and ceramide. Whereas water-soluble
phosphocholine is released from the LDL particles, ceramide forms non–polar spots that augment
the surface hydrophobicity. (40) This may explain why the k value increases as a function of the
treatment time at 37 oC. At 25 oC, on the other hand, the rigidity of the lipid core (134) hampers the
lateral diffusion of lipids on the surface and hydrophobicity decreases.
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Figure 15. Comparison of retention factors of progesterone (n=6) at 25 oC and 37 oC in capillaries
with immobilized LDL particles treated in five steps with SMase. Comparison is presented as
percentage change. In each treatment step, SMase was injected at 50 mbar pressure for 5 min and
the capillary was left filled with the enzyme solution for 55 min, after which the treatment was
stopped by flushing 25 min with 10 mM EDTA. BGE 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4.
LDL modified with PLA2
In the modification of LDL with PLA2, two different trends were observed depending on the
temperature. After just 1 h treatment with PLA2, the retention factor of progesterone increased
markedly at 25 oC, but decreased at 37 oC (Fig. 16, Fig. 3(b) paper II). Once more, a possible
explanation is the different fluidity of the lipid core, which at 25 oC is in relatively rigid and ordered
state and prevents the lateral diffusion of the lipids.
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Figure 16. Comparison of retention factors of progesterone (n=6) at 25 oC and 37 oC in capillaries
with immobilized LDL particles treated in five steps with PLA2. Comparison is presented as
percentage change. In each treatment step, PLA2 was injected to the capillary at 50 mbar pressure
for 5 min and the capillary was left filled with the enzyme solution for 55 min, after which the
treatment was stopped by flushing with 10 mM EDTA for 40 min. BGE 20 mM phosphate buffer pH
7.4.
LDL modified with a-chymotrypsin
At both temperatures, 25 and 37 oC, the retention factor of progesterone decreased significantly as a
function of treatment time with a-chymotrypsin (Fig. 17, Fig. 4(b) paper II). Because a-
chymotrypsin hydrolyses the protein part of LDL, with consequent release of apoB-100 fragments, a
rearrangement of the surface can follow and a decrease in hydrophobicity occurs.
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Microemulsions modified with SMase
As noted above (see section 5.3.2), for simplicity all the experiments involving modification of
microemulsions with SMase were carried out at 37 oC.
Figure 17. Comparison of retention factors of progesterone (n=6) at 25 oC and 37 oC in capillaries
with immobilized LDL particles treated in five steps with a-chymotrypsin. Comparison is presented
as percentage change. In each treatment step, a-chymotrypsin was injected by pressure at 50 mbar
for 10 min and left filled with the enzyme solution for 55 min, after which the enzyme was removed
by flushing 25 min with BGE at pH 7.4. BGE 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4.
After the enzymatic treatment, the progesterone k values were decreased for both the microemulsion
and SM mimic coatings (Fig. 18, Fig. 6(b) paper II). The decrease was particularly pronounced for
microemulsions, even after one treatment. As noted in section 2.4, SMase hydrolyses sphingomyelin
yielding ceramide and phosphocholine. According to the mathematical model proposed by Siskind
and Colombini, (149,150) ceramide domains may form a hydrophilic pore structure, with consequent
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decrease in the hydrophobicity of the surface. These kinds of domains are not produced with
dihydroceramide where one double bond is reduced. Thus, to clarify the role of the double bond in
the pore formation, an experiment was done in which the capillary was coated with dihydro-SM
mimics rather than SM mimics. As can be seen from Fig. 18, there was no significant decrease in
progesterone k values for the capillary coated with dihydro-SM mimics. Evidently, the absence of
the double bond prevents the formation of hydrophilic pores and decrease of the surface
hydrophobicity. A totally different trend was observed for the LDL coating after treatment with
SMase. In this case, the progesterone k values increased as a function of treatment time, indicating
increased hydrophobicity of the surface. It needs to be remembered, however, that microemulsions
are devoid of apoB-100, so that the surface rearrangements can only be due to the lipids; in whole
LDL, an important role is also played by the protein part.
5.4.3 Delipidated LDL (apoB-100) coating and interaction with steroids
The retention factor of all steroids tested (testosterone, b-estradiol and progesterone) markedly
decreased after delipidation of the LDL coating (Fig. 19, Table 13; Fig. 2 and Table 1 paper III).
Progesterone, the most hydrophobic steroid, showed a strong decrease in k value (80.5%), indicating
successful removal of lipids from the LDL coating and the formation of a new stationary phase
consisting of apoB-100.
Table 13. Retention factors (k) and RSDs for steroids before and after delipidation of LDL coating.
Retention factor (k) RDS of retention factor (n=3)
b-estradiol testosterone progesterone b-estradiol testosterone progesterone
Before
delipidation
0.31 0.11 0.87 1.3% 1.2% 0.9%
After
delipidation
0.10 0.035 0.17 1.8% 1.7% 1.7%
The phase ratio (b) of the coatings increased from 631 (before delipidation) to 1179 (after
delipidation), reflecting a strong decrease in the thickness of the stationary phase. The KD values of
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all steroids decreased after delipidation, and again the most dramatic drop was for progesterone
(Table 14; Table 2 paper III). The higher KD value of b-estradiol than of testosterone was probably
due to the presence of one extra hydroxyl group in the structure of b-estradiol. As shown by
Westphal et al.,  (151) the introduction of one hydroxyl group to a steroid may enhance the
interaction with proteins, depending on the structure of the two molecules.
Figure 18. Retention factors of progesterone (n=6) in capillaries coated with LDL (?), lipid
microemulsions derived from LDL lipids (microemulsions,<), lipid microemulsions mimicking the
lipid composition of LDL (SM mimics, r), and mimics in which sphingomyelin was replaced by
dihydrosphingomyelin (dihydro-SM mimics,q) measured at 37 oC as a function of SMase treatment
time. The SMase treatment conditions are described in Fig. 8.
5.4.4 Interactions of apoB-100 peptide fragments with collagen and collagen–decorin coatings
Equation (7), which is widely used in chromatographic techniques, cannot be directly applied in our
case because it does not take into consideration the electrophoretic mobility of charged analytes.
Equation (10) was difficult to apply because the polarity must be reversed when running the negative
peptide (NP), and the results were confusing. To draw some conclusions about the interactions of
collagen coatings and apoB-100 peptides, experiments for determination of the k value were carried
out in the absence of voltage. Under these conditions, equation (7) can be applied, since no driving
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electrophoretic force is present. A longer capillary (200 cm Ltot, 191.5 Ldet) was used to enhance the
interactions between the peptide fragments and the coatings.
Figure 19. Electropherograms of testosterone and progesterone separation before and after
delipidation of LDL coating with Nonidet P-40. Running conditions: Ltot 38.5 cm, Ldet 30 cm, voltage
+20 kV, sample injection 2 s at 50 mbar, capillary temperature 25 °C, detection wavelength 245 nm,
running buffer phosphate at pH 7.4 (I=20 mM).
The results showed that interactions with all coatings were weakest with NP and NeuP2 (Fig. 20,
Table 15; Fig. 4 and Table 2 paper IV). A weak interaction was observed for NeuP1, however,
because some positive charges, counterbalanced by negative residues, are present.
Table 14. Distribution coefficients of steroids (KD).
b-estradiol testosterone progesterone
Before
delipidation
196 69 549
After
delipidation
118 41 201
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The highest retention factor was obtained for PP, in particular when decorin was part of the coating.
This confirms what has been observed in previous studies: that the positive residues lysine and
arginine play a crucial role in the interactions between LDL and collagen I. (71,72) Furthermore,
because the interactions are of an electrostatic nature, the presence of decorin, which is highly
negatively charged, promotes the binding. (73,25) Finally, it should be noted that, in the absence of
decorin, PP had a higher retention factor on the more negative collagen III coating than on the
collagen I coating. This result further shows that ionic interactions could be driving the binding
between LDL and collagens, and reinforces the proposal that lysine and arginine residues play a
fundamental role.
Figure 20. Chromatographic retention of (1) negative peptide (NP), (2) neutral peptide 2 (NeuP2),
(3) neutral peptide 1 (NeuP1) and (4) positive peptide (PP) in capillaries coated with collagen I.
Running conditions: no voltage applied, 50 mbar pressure, injection for 2 or 5 s at 50 mbar, 37 oC,
20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4, Ltot 200 cm, Ldet 191.5 cm, detection wavelength 200 nm.
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Table 15. Retention factors k (n=3) of apoB-100 peptide fragments: negative peptide (NP), neutral
peptide 2 (NeuP2), neutral peptide 1 (NeuP1),  positive peptide (PP),  calculated for  runs at  37 oC in
capillaries coated with collagen I, collagen I–decorin, collagen III and collagen III–decorin.
Retention factors k
NP NeuP2 NeuP1 PP
Collagen I
coating
0.017 0.062 0.087 0.16
Collagen III
coating
0.0030 0.0014 0.090 0.28
Collagen I–
decorin coating
0.0057 0.028 0.066 0.65
Collagen III–
decorin coating
0.54 0.55 Completely
retained
Completely
retained
5.4.5 Interactions of native and oxidized LDL and of PP with glycated collagen I coating
The retention factor of native LDL decreased as a function of treatment time with D-glucose-6-
phosphate. (Fig. 21, Fig. 2 paper V) Thus, the more glycated the collagen, the fewer native LDL
particles are retained in the capillary. Although we can assume that LDL interacts with collagen I
mostly through electrostatic interactions between the positive lysine residues of apoB-100 and the
negative residues of collagen, (72) these interactions cannot provide a total explanation of the
results, since the trend would then be upwards. Feasibly, there is also a contribution from AGEs
produced by glycated collagen fibrils reacting with the positive amino groups of lysine and leading
to the formation of cross-links. (152,153) Thus, as glycation proceeds, collagen I becomes more
negatively charged, the electrostatic repulsion between collagen I and native LDLs increases (native
LDL is also negatively charged at pH 7.4), and the retention factors decrease.
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To test this hypothesis, we injected the apoB-100 positive peptide fragment with 19 amino acids
(PP), which contains precisely the residues involved in the interactions with PGs, and the neutral
peptide fragment with 11 amino acids (NeuP2). Surprisingly, there was no significant change in the
retention factors of both PP and NeuP2 as the glycation of collagen proceeded, suggesting that
another site, not the one rich in positive residues, was playing a critical role in the interactions
between LDL and the glycated collagen. For their part, oxidized LDL particles were completely
retained in the capillary at each degree of glycation.
In this case, it is reasonable to suppose that, after treatment with CuSO4, the lipoproteins begin to
aggregate and fuse, with possible enhancement of the hydrophobic interactions with the coating.
Moreover, fused LDL contains more than one apolipoprotein B, and this condition could be expected
to further increase the interaction with collagen I. As well, previous studies have shown that the
number of active lysine residues able to bind with LDL receptor and PGs may increase after
oxidation, so enhancing the interaction with collagen I. (30,81,154)
Figure 21. Comparison of retention factors k (n=3) of native LDL (nLDL) and apoB-100 peptide
fragments with 11 and 19 amino acids (NeuP2 and PP) at 37 oC, in capillaries coated with untreated
and glycated collagen I. Comparison is presented as percentage change.
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5.5 Determination of the isoelectric point
As demonstrated earlier, (155,156) CEC offers a way to easily and quickly determine the isoelectric
point (pI) of a coating. The capillary is coated with the target material and the EOF mobility is
measured at different pH values. The results are then plotted with pH on the x-axis and EOF
mobility on the y-axis. The intercept of the fitting curve gives the pH value at which the EOF
mobility equals zero, which corresponds to the isoelectric point of the coating. While it is clear that
isoelectric points can only be determined for coatings that are stable over a wide pH range, there is
also another requirement. This became clear in an unsuccessful attempt to estimate the pI value of
the collagen I coating. Collagen is a self-assembly material, and even though the collagen I coating
was fairly stable over a wide pH range, the fibrils presumably rearrange in conformations and
patterns quite different from those occurring in physiological conditions.
The isoelectric point was successfully determined for the apoB-100 coating. To ensure that the
hypothetical pI value of apoB-100 was covered, the pH range investigated was 4.0–7.4. The results
showed the EOF mobility to increase as a function of pH (Fig. 22, Fig. 3 paper III). A second-order
polynomial trend line fitted the data points very well, with an adjusted regression coefficient
(adjusted R2) equal to 0.99317. The EOF mobility was zero at ~pH 5.1, which means that the pI
value of apoB-100 adsorbed on the capillary is about 5.1. This value is close to the value of 5.5,
found for apoB-100 bound to lipids in LDL particles (157,158). Since the apoB-100 obtained
through delipidation of LDL with Nonidet P-40 resembles the apoB-100 bound to lipids, (140) the
obtained pI value is concluded to be reliable.
5.6. Supporting studies
Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AsFlFFF), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies were carried out to support and complement the results
obtained by CEC. In addition, z-potential and radioactivity measurements were done at the start of
the study. The results are briefly presented below.
5.6.1 Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation
Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AsFlFFF) measurements were helpful in clarifying the
influence of oxidation and enzymatic treatment on the size of LDL particles (papers I and II). In
oxidation studies with copper sulphate, a second peak centred at about 30 nm appeared after
oxidation at 37 oC for 3 h indicating that LDL particles had aggregated or even fused.
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Figure 22. Dependence of EOF mobility on pH in the apoB-100 coated capillary. The procedures
used for coating and delipidation are described in the Methods section. Running conditions: Ltot 38.5
cm,  Ldet 30 cm, voltage ±20 kV, EOF marker DMSO, sample injection 2 s at 50 mbar, capillary
temperature 25 °C, detection wavelength 214 nm. Running buffers: phosphate at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 6.0
and acetate at 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0 (I=20 mM).
In the enzymatic studies, LDL particles were treated with SMase in vial for 24 h at 20, 25, 30 and 37
oC. A broad peak next to the LDL peak could be seen at 30 oC, and it became more pronounced at 37
oC  (Fig.  23,  Fig.  2  paper  II).  Only  the  LDL  peak  was  seen  at  20  and  25 oC confirming that no
significant aggregation or fusion occurs below 30 oC. These results support the proposal (5,30) that
SMase, by degrading sphingomyelin and by producing ceramide domains on the particle surface,
induces aggregation and then fusion of LDL.
5.6.2 Scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy studies
Visual information was crucial for understanding the topography of the coatings. Since opening the
capillary without ruining or destroying the coating is practically impossible, the material was coated
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on the outside of the silica capillary, and SEM and AFM images were recorded from the outer
surface (see Experimental).
Figure 23. Particle size distributions measured by AsFlFFF for LDL particles treated with SMase at
pH 7.4. The incubations were carried out at various temperatures for 24 h (A) LDL 25 oC, (B) LDL-
SMase 25 oC, (C) LDL-SMase 30 oC, and (D) LDL-Smase 37 oC. Carrier solution: 8.5 mM
phosphate buffer, 0.02% NaN3, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, I 20 mM due to buffer. Relaxation focusing:
frontal flow rate 0.1 mL min-1, flow inward from outlet 3.2 mL min-1, injection 1.0 mL min-1for 5 min,
relaxation time 12 min. Flow rates during elution: 1.0 and 2.0 mL min-1 for the main and cross-flow
rates; UV detection at 280 nm.
Scanning electron microscopy
SEM was used to obtain images of the LDL coating on the silica wall (paper I). Appreciable
differences were noticed between the coated and uncoated capillaries, but the resolution was too low
to determine the number of particles bound. Radioactivity measurements were employed to
determine the number of particles (see section 5.6.4).
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Atomic force microscopy
AFM was employed to obtain visual information about LDL, apoB-100, collagen, collagen–decorin
and glycated collagen I coatings (papers III, IV, V).
Atomic force microscopy images of LDL and apoB-100 coatings
For study of LDL and apoB-100 coatings (paper III), three different capillaries were coated on the
outside and the coating was delipidated according to the procedure described in the Experimental
section. The surfaces examined were a) an LDL-coated capillary, b) a delipidated LDL (apoB-100)-
coated capillary, c) and d) an apoB-100-coated capillary after treatment with NaOH (Fig. 24, Fig. 4
paper III). Figure 24a shows a 4x4 mm area coated with particles of fairly broad size distribution.
The calculated average thickness of the coating was 19.8±2.3 nm, which is close to the average
diameter of LDL. Figure 24b shows a 4x4 mm area coated with particles of smaller average size than
particles of LDL. The average thickness was just 10.6±0.9 nm. This reduction in thickness supports
the conclusion that delipidation of LDL particles results in a successful apoB-100 coating. In the
experiments corresponding to Fig. 24c (height image) and 24d (phase image), capillaries were rinsed
with NaOH to remove the apoB-100 coating obtained via the delipidation. A few features of average
height 4.3±0.4 nm were still present after NaOH rinsing.
Atomic force microscopy images of collagen and collagen–decorin coatings
As shown in Fig. 25 (Fig. 3 paper IV), 2D-AFM images were recorded for collagen I (a), collagen I-
decorin (b) and collagen III (c). Again, the outside of the capillary was coated as described in the
Experimental section. Fibrils in the collagen I and collagen III images vary in thickness and are
randomly distributed on the silica surface. Collagen III fibrils appear to be much thinner than those
of collagen I. The higher hydrophilicity of collagen III than of collagen I (108)  may  explain  the
different  degree  of  coverage  on  the  hydrophobic  fused  silica.  As  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  25b,  when
decorin is part of the coating, the fibrils are thinner and the coating more even. According to some
previous studies, decorin takes part in the collagen monomer assembly and prevents lateral fusion of
the fibrils. (50,51,141)
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Figure 24. Atomic force microscopy images of a) LDL particle coating, b) apoB-100 protein coating
obtained after the delipidation of LDL particles with Nonidet P-40, c) height image and d) phase
image for apoB-100 coating after rinsing of the capillary with 1M NaOH. For a detailed description
of the procedures used for measurement of the AFM images, see the Experimental section.
Atomic force microscopy images of glycated collagen I
For studies on glycated collagen I, capillaries were coated with collagen I and submitted to D-
glucose-6-phosphate treatment for 0, 8, 16 or 24 h (Fig. 26, Fig. 3 paper V). The coating and
treatment procedures are described in the Experimental section. As can be seen from Fig. 26, the
thickness of the fibrils significantly decreases as a function of glycation time. As well, the collagen
coverage becomes more even as glycation proceeds.
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Figure 25. AFM images of (a) collagen I, (b) collagen I–decorin and (c) collagen III coatings. For a
detailed description of the conditions employed during the measurements, see the Experimental
section. Area of the images 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm.
These changes could be due to the glycation of collagen I and following cross-linking of the fibrils.
(84,87) On this basis, we may conclude that glycation, the formation of AGEs and the reaction of
AGEs with the lysine group of collagen seriously degrade the hierarchical structure of the fibrils.
Figure 26. AFM images of (a) collagen I, (b) glycated collagen I (8 h), (c) glycated collagen I (16
h), and (d) glycated collagen I (24 h) coatings. Area of images 1 mm x 1 mm.
5.6.3 z-Potential measurements
The z-potential measurements, carried out in study I, showed an increase in the LDL negative
charges as a function of oxidation time confirming the increasing degrees of oxidation of the LDL
coating (see section 5.3.1).
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5.6.4 Radioactivity measurements
Measurement of the number of 3H-labelled LDL particles on the capillary wall (paper II) confirmed
that LDLs prefer to interact with the capillary wall rather than each other and thus cover the silica
surface as a monolayer.
5.7 QMC studies: development of new biological surfaces for interaction studies
The results obtained in CEC were exploited in QCM studies. An important aim of these
investigations was to apply the CEC information to the preparation of chip surfaces useful for
interaction studies between LDL and components of the ECM by QCM. Results for the PP and PP2,
and the collagen and C6S sensor chips are discussed separately below.
5.7.1 PP and PP2 sensor chips
PP and PP2 were immobilized on PS-derivatized gold-plated crystals as described in the
Experimental section, and C6S was injected over the surface in concentrations ranging from 0.1 to
30 mg/mL for PP surfaces and from 0.5 to 2 mg/mL for PP2 surfaces. As we can see from Figs. 27
and 28 (Figs. 1a and 2a paper VI), the C6S binding was concentration-dependent with both PP and
PP2 ligands. The binding was stronger on the PP2-coated surface, while rather complex kinetics, with
apparent biphasic dissociation, was observed on the PP surface. PP and PP2 share part of the apoB-
100 sequence involved in the interaction, and both bind C6S through electrostatic interactions.
(28,71) It is possible, nevertheless, that the nonspecific interactions are enhanced with PP2 because
of the higher molecular weight. For both PP and PP2 surfaces, the interaction with C6S is likely to
occur as avidic binding. Moreover, the linear association curves suggest that the interactions
between PP2 and C6S are mass transport limited. The fitting of theoretical kinetic models to the data
was difficult for the PP surface, and the binding constant could not be determined. For the PP2
surface, on the other hand, the data fitting could be done according to a simple 1:1 model
compensating for mass transport limitation, and the dissociation constant (0.23 nM) could be
calculated. In control experiments carried out with BSA and NeuP2 as ligands, no significant
interactions occurred with C6S. Also, the injection of common sucrose instead of C6S did not
provoke a response with either PP or PP2 coated surfaces.
These results confirm that the binding of PP and PP2 is relatively specific for C6S and is mediated by
the positive lysine and arginine residues of apoB-100 peptide fragments.
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Figure 27. C6S binding on PP sensor chip. C6S concentrations ranged from 0.1 to 30 mg/mL.
Running buffer: 10 mM PBS pH 7.4. Flow rate: 25 ml/min. Experiments were carried out at room
temperature.
Figure 28.  C6S  binding  on  PP2 sensor chip. C6S concentrations ranged from 0.5 to 2 mg/mL.
Running buffer: 10 mM PBS pH 7.4. Flow rates: 25 ml/min. Kinetic rate constants: ka=2.3E+06 M-
1s-1, kd=5.2E-04 s-1, Kd= 0.23 nM. Experiments were carried out at room temperature.
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5.7.2 Collagen and C6S sensor chips
PP was injected over a collagen or a C6S-coated surface at concentrations ranging from 5 to 50 mg/mL
and from 50 to 250 mg/mL, respectively. PP interacted with the negative charges of collagen I and C6S
through its positive lysine and arginine residues. With both surfaces, the frequency shift was
concentration-dependent and the dissociation of the analyte fast (Figs. 29 and 30, figs. 3a and 4a paper
VI). The stronger response with the C6S surface may be due to an amplification of the signal. The
structure of C6S on the surface could be viewed as a matrigel-like structure, which enables the signal
amplification The shape of the binding curve indicates that the interaction between PP and collagen I
is of some complexity, evidently because collagen I can interact with PP through multiple sites and
vice versa. Moreover, the fact that not all curves return to zero value of frequency, in particular at
higher analyte concentrations, may indicate some rebinding of PP or some non-specific interactions
with the collagen I surface.
A similar explanation is valid for C6S aldehyde coupled to the sensor chip (Fig. 30). Multi-site
interactions of PP with the immobilized C6S may explain the complexity of the binding, and the
incomplete dissociation suggests a possible rebinding of PP to the surface. In addition, a comparison
of Figs. 30 and 27 suggests a decrease in the avidity effect when C6S is the ligand and PP the analyte.
Control experiments resulted in poor binding of NeuP2 to the C6S surface (Fig. 30, small plot on the
right) and confirmed that positive residues are needed for the interactions.
The dissociation constants (Kd), ~9 mM for collagen I surfaces and ~13.3 mM for C6S surfaces, were
estimated with equilibrium Scatchard plot analysis and should be treated with some care due to the
complexity of the binding and not completely equilibrated state of the interaction. Although the
affinity of PP is comparable for both surfaces, it should be remembered that the C6S sensor chip,
experiments were carried out in the presence of salt (137 mM NaCl), which may hamper the
interaction. Moreover, the negatively charged sulphate groups, which contribute to the interactions, are
partly lost during the C6S oxidation. In addition, previous studies showed that collagen I has a much
lower affinity for LDL and apoB-100 peptide fragments than when GAGs are part of collagen fibrils
(25,73).
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Figure 29. PP binding on collagen I sensor chip. PP concentrations ranged from 5 to 50 mg/mL.
Running buffer: 20 mM phosphate pH 7.4. Flow rate: 25 ml/min. Experiments were carried out at
room temperature.
Figure 30. PP binding on C6S sensor chip. PP concentrations ranged from 50 to 250 mg/mL. The
small plot compares the binding of PP (black curve) and NeuP2 (grey curve) at concentration 250
mg/mL Running buffer: 10 mM PBS pH 7.4. Flow rate: 25 ml/min. Experiments were carried out at
room temperature.
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6 Conclusions
The goal of this doctoral research was to develop miniaturized analytical tools enabling interaction
studies between nanodomains of biological importance. The primary technique investigated was
capillary electrochromatography with diode array detection.
The focus of the investigations was modifications of LDL and the interactions of LDL with
components of the extracellular matrix. Both processes are considered important in the development
of atherosclerotic plaques. In the course of the work, methods were developed for coating of the
fused silica capillary wall with lipoproteins or components of the ECM.
The  first  step  was  to  optimize  a  procedure  for  coating  LDL  on  the  capillary  wall.  Although
lipoproteins can interact with the capillary wall both electrostatically and hydrophobically, it is
proposed here that the hydrophobic interactions play the major role in the adsorption. The optimized
LDL coating was oxidized in situ, under various conditions, by flushing the capillary with copper
sulphate. Neutral steroids, which interact hydrophobically with LDL particles, were introduced to
the CE instrument as marker compounds, and their retention factors provided information about the
modifications occurring in the LDL particle coating after oxidation.
The LDL coating was also treated in situ with selected enzymes present in the ECM: SMase, PLA2
and a-chymotrypsin. The retention factors of steroids, indicating the affinity of the steroids towards
modified LDL particles, gave information about the modification of LDL.
Capillary electrochromatography provided a useful platform for the removal of lipids from LDL
particles resulting in a apolipoprotein B-100 surface suitable for interaction studies. ApoB-100 is the
major apolipoprotein of LDL, and also the largest and most hydrophobic protein known. In this part
of the work, both retention factors and distribution coefficients of steroids provided numerical
information on interactions.
Since components of the ECM play a crucial role in the progression of atherosclerosis, collagen and
collagen–decorin coatings were developed and optimized. Collagen types I and III were investigated,
while selected apoB-100 peptide fragments acted as marker compounds. The retention factors of the
peptides showed that interactions were strongest with the positive peptide (PP), including lysine and
arginine groups, and that the interactions were enhanced by the presence of decorin.
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The collagen I coating was then subjected to in situ glycation in CEC. The coating was treated with
D-glucose-6-phosphate for different time periods, and native LDL, oxidized LDL, PP and NeuP2
were introduced to evaluate their interactions with the modified collagen I coating. Oxidized LDL
was completely retained on the collagen I, while the affinity of native LDL decreased with the
degree of glycation of the coating. The negligible variation of the retention factor of PP and NeuP2
suggested that another binding site, in addition to the positive one, mediates the interactions between
LDL and glycated collagen.
Finally, QCM technique was introduced to provide complementary information on interactions
between ECM components and LDL. Biosensor surfaces were derivatized with PP, PP2 collagen I or
C6S. The selected analytes were C6S for PP and PP2 ligands, and PP for collagen I and C6S ligand.
The sensitivity of this technique allowed very small amounts of analytes and biomaterials to be
adsorbed onto the QCM chips. The results showed PP to have higher affinity for C6S than for
collagen I, and the strongest binding was achieved for the sensor chip on which PP2 was adsorbed.
All the methods developed in this work share some common features. They are suitable for surface
interaction studies, they are easy to carry out, and, since just a small amount of material is required,
they are relatively inexpensive. The flexibility and versatility of CEC make it a useful technique for
miniaturization and for mimicking the physiological or pathological conditions that lead to the
formation of atheroma. In addition, as a separation technique with high resolution, CEC can provide,
within a single run, information about the interactions between several analytes and a biomaterial
used as stationary phase. QCM, an excellent miniaturized technique, requires even smaller amounts
of ligands and analytes than CEC. Although information is achieved for the interaction of only one
analyte at a time, QCM allows quick changes in the experimental conditions. Despite the high mass
sensitivity, however, QCM does not allow coupling with other detectors as CEC does. Most
importantly, CEC has been shown to make an excellent microreactor for interaction studies, and the
analytical CEC tools that were developed can easily be exploited in investigations on the interactions
of many other biological nanodomains.
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